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CHAPTER-1 

Globalisation and Democratization 



INTRODUCTION: GLOBALIZATION AND 

DEl\10CRA TIZA TION 

Covering a wide range of distinct political, economic, and cultural 

trends, the term "globalization" has quickly become one of the most 

fashionable buzzwords of contemporary political and academic debate. Indeed 

it is one of the most hotly debated issues of the present era. The number of 

scholars interested in this topic is increasing day by day. Journalists, 

politicians, business executives, academics, and others are using the word to 

signify that something profound is happening, that the world is changing, that a 

new world economic, political, and cultural order is emerging. Yet the term is 

used in so many different contexts, by so many different people, for so many 

different purposes. Interestingly they are divided into many schools. While the 

agony school thinks globalization breeds exclusion and causes misety for the 

poor in both industrialized and developing countries, widens inequalities 

between and within countries, heightens risks -particularly vulnerability to job 

loss and financial crises -weakens the voice and power of ordinaty people 

leads to cultural take over by the United States and the west as local choices are 

stifled, and threatens the planet through short-term policymaking, 1 the new left 

and the modernizing marketers believe in international capitalism, embrace 

1 Hurrell and Woods (I <J9<J) as quotccl in John Clark_ -·worlds A pan·· _ Earthscan 
Pub! ications_ Lonclon,200]. p-5 



technological change, and think market integration will bring democratic 

values and human rights on its coattails. 

On the other hand the old left and nationalistic conservatives distrust 

these trends; they think that the growing power of global institutions is eroding 

national sovereignty (Held 2000). The ecstasy school holds that globalization is 

good for everyone-through integrating, the prosperity of the whole will become 

much more than the sum of isolated national economies. This school sees third 

world poverty and dangerous schisms between people not as detracting from 

their case but as illustrations of the danger of countries being left behind in the 

globalizing world 2 

In this Chapter, I shall examine the theoretical aspects of the concepts of 

Globalization and democratization. The meaning and definition of the concept 

and the views of eminent Scholars on these asp.ects will be explained here. 

How the two concepts are correlated will be examined in this chapter. 

Before going into the details of the debate it will be suitable to throw 

some lights on the meaning of the very term globalization. Globalization is a 

process of interaction and integration among the people, companies, and 

governments of different nations. a process driven by intemational trade and 

investment and aided by information technology. This process has effects on 

the environment, on culture, on political systems, on economic development 

and prosperity, and on human physical well-being in societies around the 

world. Factors that have contributed to globalization include increasingly 

~ DFID 2000a in John Clark. "Worlds Ap;u-(·. Eanhscan Publications. London. 2003. p.5 



sophisticated communications and transportation technologies and services, 

mass migration and the movement of peoples, a level of economic activity that 

has outgrown national markets through industrial combinations and 

commercial groupings that cross national frontiers and intemational agreements 

that reduce the cost ofdoing business in foreign countries. Globalization offers 

huge potential profits to companies and nations but has been complicated by 

widely differing expectations, standards of living, cultures and values, and 

legal systems as well as unexpected global cause-and-effect linkages. 

Globalization has been subject of research in many discipline and 

studies. It has implications in the fields where human behavior is studied. 

Claire Turenne Sjolander rightly says that ''globalization needs to be seen as an 

economic, political, social and ideological phenomenon which can·ies with it 

unanticipated, often contradictory and polarizing consequences."3 Prominent 

Sociologist Anthony Giddens defines globalization as the intensification of 

world wide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that local 

happenings are shaped by events occuning many miles away and vice versa. 

Robertson argues that world compression intensifies 'global consciousness' 

which is manifested in the way people all over the world unified through mass 

communication, speak of military - political issues in te1ms of world order or 

of economic issues as in international recession and speak of world peace and 

'human rights', while issues of pollution and purification are talked about in 

1 
Claire Turenne Sjolander. /he !?he lone of! iloholi::uflon. If hm sin n 1-Vor(/)d I International 

Journal. Autunml <J<JG.p-(>04 
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terms of saving the planet.4 John Micklehwait and Adrian Wooldridge argue 

that globalization not only produces greater economic efficiency and prosperity 

but also extends the 'idea of liberty'; it opens up societies and reduces the 

'tyranny of place'. 5 

For all the scholars the concept of globalization is not same in use for a 

purpose, for the evaluations of the processes. For some, globalization entails 

the Westernization of the world (Latouche, 1996), while for others it involves a 

cover for the ascendancy of capitalism (Ferguson 1992). Some see 

globalization as generating increasing homogeneity, while others see it 

producing diversity and heterogeneity through increased hybridization. For 

business, globalization is a strategy for increasing corporate profits and power, 

for government it is often deployed to promote an increase in state power, 

while non-government social orgamzauons see globalization as a lever to 

produce positive social goods like environmental action, democratization, or 

humanization. Many theorists equate globalization and modemity (e.g. Giddens 

1990; Beck 1992), while others claim that the "global age" follows and is 

distinctly different from the "modern age" (Albrow 1996). Indeed, for some 

theorists, we live in a global age or epoch, in which globalization is the 

defining concept (Axford 1995 and Albrow 1996), while others find claims for 

the novelty and centrality of globalization exaggerated (Hirst and Thompson 

1996). 

·\ Robcnsoll Ill Ankic Hoogvelt. globalil.:ltiOil :illcltllL' poSIL'Oiollial \\'Ork! the new political econonw or 
de' dopu1cut. London. McMillau Press. I 'J'n.p-11 (> 

'John Mlcklclmait and Adrian Wooldridge 111 Frank J Lcncllllcr and John Boli.ed The globalization 
Reader Black \\'ell Pub! is hi ng. 0\forcl . UK. p-2:1 



Hoffman (2002) describes three dimensions of globalization: economic 

globalization and the growth of capitalism, whose central dilemma is between 

efficiency and faimess; cultural globalization, whose dilemma is between 

uniformity (or Americanization) and diversity; and political globalization, 

characterized by the power of industrialized countries and US hegemony. The 

impact of these world changes is not just to expand markets but also to 

transform politics and to give birth to a new type of social and political 

(, 
movement. 

Although the term Globalization is not very old the phenomenon is not 

new. For thousands of years, people of the various countries in the world are 

engaged in trading and commerce crossing miles of lands and many oceans. 

The famous Silk Route across the Central Asia that connected China and 

Europe during Middle Ages ts one bright witness to that. According to 

Amartya Sen, Globalization ts neither new nor necessarily latest. Over 

thousand of years globalization has contributed to the progress of the world 

through travel, trade, migration, spread of cultural influences and dissemination 

of knowledge and understanding which include science and technology. In fact, 

many of the features of the current wave of globalization are similar to those 

prevailing before the outbreak of the First World War in 1914. This cunent 

wave of globalization has been driven by policies that have opened economies 

domestically and internationally. In the years since the Second World War, and 

especially during the past l\vo decades, many governments have adopted free-

r. 1-lollman S "Clash or globali1.;1tions .. Forc1gn AIT;urs. Juh- August 2002 p-X I 



market economic systems, vastly increasing their own productive potential and 

creating myriad new opportunities for international trade and investment. 

Governments have also negotiated dramatic reductions in batTiers to commerce 

and have established international agreements to promote trade in goods, 

services, and investment. Taking advantage of new opportunities in foreign 

markets, corporations have built foreign factories and established production 

and marketing aiTangements with foreign pattners. A defining feature of 

globalization, therefore, is an international industrial and financial business 

structure. 

DEMOCRATIZATION 

The process through political systems become democratic is called 

democratization. This . raises three questions: what is the meaning of 

democracy that is the result of this process? What is the process that achieves 

this end. And how is this end to be evaluated? The present day world is called 

by some as a democratic world. More than half of the worlds are now 

democratic and at least half of the world's populations now live in 

democracies. Democracy is a form of government whose basic idea as rule by 

people. This is a form of government where the citizens elect their 

representatives who function as the legislature and the executive of the country 

and \vho are responsible and accountable to the people. As to its nature, 

1\ristotlc defined democracy as rule by the people (Greek demokratia: demos, 
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people + -kratia, -cracy), and this idea that in some way the people govern 

themselves is still the core meaning of democracy. 

Several related themes have developed that are now thought integral to 

what democracy means. One is that the people govern themselves by regular 

elections through which their highest leaders are periodically determined 

(representative democracy) or policies governing them are chosen (direct 

democracy).A second is that the right to vote includes vittually all adults. This 

is an entirely modern addition. Not so long ago governments were called 

democratic that excluded hom the franchise all slaves, women, and free males 

that did not meet certain property or literacy requirements. Now it is considered 

perverse to call democratic any country so restricting the franchise, as for 

example, the South Africa apartheid regime that limited voting to minority 

whites. 

A third is the acceptance of certain so-called democratic rights, 

particularly the right to vote, the right to have one's vote count equally, the 

right to run for the highest office, and the right to organize political groups or 

parties. And finally, there is above the state a law to which all. authorities 

adhere, that provides the framework for democratic mle, and that protects 

democratic rights. Democracy, therefore. now generally means that a people 

rule themselves through periodic elections of their highest leaders in which 

nearly all adults can participate. for which offices they are eligible, and under 

the rule of law. 



Rod Hague, Martin Hanop and Shaun Breslin have given a concept of 

'semi-democracy' 7which they refer as a blending of democratic and 

authoritarian elements where democratic legitimacy is not wholly lacking 

rather it is acquired and exploited in dubious ways and often remains contested. 

Crouch H. gives an example of Malaysia of this type of democracy which, he 

says is a repressive-responsive' regime 'vvhich combines democratic and 

authoritarian features in a manner that provides the foundation for a remarkably 

stable political order.x When one a dominant party or leader sets the framework 

for political competition and where opposition can survive but cannot flourish, 

this is one form of semi-democracy. One vvay of achieving this is through semi-

competitive elections. Semi-democracies are illiberal democracies in which 

policies are pushed through with scant concern for their impact on particular 

groups or communities. Institutions such as the assembly and the judiciary are 

cowed by the dominant force. This enables semi- democratic regimes to rough 

up their opponents and harass dissidents. tactics which are often wrapped in a 

nationalist cloak. 

In another form of semi-democracy in which elected rulers have too 

little power and they are puppets rather than despots, power may be shifted to 

military, ethnic, religious and regional leaders. Such people seek to maintain 

their established privileges and they claim more insight into the national 

interest than mere elected leaders. Such conflicts are signs of a contested 

democracy \vhere elections are established but do not function as definitive 

Rod !Iague. Martin Harrop and Shaun 13rcsll1L C 'olltfJI/1"(1/II'e C ;OI'ernnu:nl and flolitics. (London. 
f\tlcrvtillan. I ')lJ2). p.24 
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statements of who should exercise final decision-making power. In some 

countries like Pakistan the military stand as a guardian of the nation, exerting a 

'silent veto' over civilian decisions. ln many post militaty democracies in Latin 

America, the armed forces continue to demand special privileges for their own 

sphere which include seats in the cabinet and a guaranteed share of the budget. 

Rod Hague, Martin Harrop and Shaun Breslin') have thrown some light 

on the prospects of democracy in the post-soviet republics. They say that in 

these countries the power elite shows little respect for elected authority. The 

communist party may have reformed in these countries and many state-owned 

enterprises may have been sold to the private sector, but the same people 

continue in power. The people ,.vho ruled under communism continue in power 

prospering by selling state assets to themeself. In such circumstances, the 

president is merely the mouth piece of dominant and COITupt elite, and elections 

are just plebiscites to confirm the elite's choice of top leader. However almost 

all the democracies of the modern world were at some stage, semi-

democracies. So this form of democracy can be said to be a stage to the higher 

form. 

Democratization IS the transition from authoritarian or semi-

authoritarian system to a democratic system which is characterized by 

universal suffrage, regular elections, a civil society and an independent 

judiciary The term 'democratization' was first used by British politician and 

jurist James 8ryce in the year I ~88 that identified the process as beginning 

' Crouch II.. ( ;u1·ern111en1 ond Souet1 111 .\ /olo\'.IIO (i\c11 York. Cornell U niYcrsity Press.! ')')6 ). p. Yil. 
'' 110. 7 . p-2X 
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with the French Revolution. The world has witnessed so many transitions fmm 

authoritarian regimes to some forms of democracy. After the first and second 

world war, there were wavelets of democratization. When the first was 

encouraged by Woodrow Wilson's championing of self-determination and the 

second by independence movements in ex-colonies. In the third wave of 

democratization since 1974, more than 60 countries have embraced democratic 

system. The wave of democratization since the 1970s has given political 

scientists a fine opportunity to observe democracy-building at first hand. This 

has led to a shift away from the broad modernization and historical approaches 

adopted by Lipset and Barrington Management Moore. Recent research has 

focused less on the immediate tactics of transition. The intellectual problem 

here is to understand how the choices made by the politicians in the move from 

authoritarianism affect the pace, form and outcome of regime change. 

A considerable amount of empirical research has been conducted on 

democratization, with scholars looking for patterns in the establishment of 

democracies around the world. The results have been varied, with different 

researchers coming to different conclusions. 

In The Civic Culture and the Civic Culture Revisited Gabriel A. Almond 

and Sidney Verba (editors) conducted a comprehensive study of civic cultures. 

The main findings are that a certain civic culture is necessary for the survival of 

democracy. This study truly challenged the common thought that cultures can 

preserve their uniqueness and practices amid still remain democratic. Samuel P. 

Huntington wrote the Third Wave defining a global democratization trend in 

II 



the world post WWII. Huntington defined three waves of democratization that 

have taken place in history, with the latest wave marking its period through the 

present. It is considered by the Journal of Democracy, a periodical journal, as 

one of the most empirical approaches to democratization. Samuel Huntington 

also examined the cultural aspect in international interactions in his rather non

empirical writing the 'Clash of civilizations'. He identified six civilizations of 

the world and elaborated the concept of a cultural clash between the "East" and 

the "West" marked by democratic and freedom values of the West. 

francis Fukuyama wrote another classic in democratization studies 

entitled the 'The End of History and the Last Man' which spoke of the rise of 

an inevitable western liberal democracy in the new world order post-Cold War. 

He was determined in his writing to present the inevitability of western values 

and democratic values to take place in an imperialist democratic wave. 

One influential survey in democratization is that of Freedom House, which 

arose during the Cold War. The Freedom House, today a institution and a think 

tank, stands as one of the most comprehensive "freedom measures" nationally 

and internationally and by extension a measure of democratization. Freedom 

House categorizes all countries of the world according to a seven point value 

system with over 200 questions on the survey and multiple survey 

representatives in various parts of every nation. The total raw point of every 

country places the country in one of three categories: Free, Partly Free, or not 

Free. 

12 



Democratization can be divided into three phases: liberalization, 

transition, and consolidation. 10 In the first phase, i.e. liberalization phase, the 

authoritarian regime relaxes its control, eases repression and permits more open 

political competition. Political prisoners may be released and media censorship 

reduced. For instance, in South Africa the white regime legalized the African 

National Congress and released Nelson Mandela from jail in 1990. 

Liberalization is more often triggered by a sense of failure within the 

authoritarian coalition itself as existing rulers recogmze that the regime IS 

declining in both effectiveness and legitimacy. Military defeat is visible 

manifestation of this diminished capacity, as happened in Argentina's defeat in 

the Falkland's in 1982. In addition to this another factor that is prospect of a 

succession crisis also provides an opportunity for liberalization. 

Liberalization creates its own momentum as political space opens, so the 

opposition gains strength; finally, the existing rulers realize their time is over. 

In South Africa, for example, President de Klerk had to make space for Nelson 

Mandela and the African National Congress. Mikhail Gorvachev may have set 

out to reform communism in the Soviet Union but he ended as its unde1taker, 

overwhelmed by the reforming forces he made himself had unleashed 11
. 

In the transition phase, the old regime is dismantled and democratic 

institutions are established. A democratic transition is complete when a freely 

elected government is installed with sovereign authority. Transition occurs in 

''' l~od II;Jguc. Mart111 llarrop <llld Sli<lllll 1.3rcslill. ( 'oiiiJHirolll'l.' (inl'erni!Ient and fJo/itic,( London. 
MacMilla11 I 'J<J2). p.~U 
II Unl\111. ;\. nw (ioiVII(fll.'\' l·uuur·. (0\lord lJIII\<..'rsil\ Press. Nc\\' York. llJ%). p.34 
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two main ways and the most common is reform 12
, which means the existing 

elites take the lead in initiating peaceful change. Examples include Spain after 

Franco ( 1975), Brazil after the army decided to step down ( 1985) and Hungaty 

after the communists ( 1989). The other mode of transition is called rupture. 

Here the opposition takes the initiative and the old regime, rather than 

collapsing from within, is destroyed from without, if necessary by violence. For 

example in Romania the Ceaucescu dictatorship was ovetihrown by violence in 

1989. But ex- communists captured the revolution and their leader Ion Iliescu 

remained in power as president until defeated in an election in 1996. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DEMOCRATIZATION 

There are many factors which the process of democratization. A great 

many things, including economics, culture, and history, have been cited as 

impacting on the process. Some of the more frequently mentioned factors are: 

I. L,'c:onomic .\'}'stem. Many claim that a country's economic system IS an 

important factor in democratization. It is sometimes claimed that democracy 

and capitalism are intrinsically linked This belief generally centers around 

the idea that democracy and capitalism are simply two different aspects of 

freedom, and that without one, the other cannot exist. 

2. 1-Vealth. It has been claimed that countries with a higher GOP are more 

likely to be democratic. There is debate about whether democracy IS a 

12 
Lttll. J.. .. Crisis. l3reakclown and Re-cquliibrmion·· 111 eel J Li111. and A. stepan 'the breakdown of 

de/1/ucmlic regi111es' (Ballitttorc. London Johns Hopkins Uni\ crsity Press I 978). 
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consequence of this wealth, a cause of it, or completely unrelated to it. 

Some campaigners for democracy believe that as economic development 

progresses, democratization will become inevitable. 

3. Civil societv. A healthy civil society (NGOs, unions, academia, human 

rights organizations) are considered by some theorists to be important for 

democratization, as they give people a unity and a common purpose. The 

presence of this type of institution in a country makes the later to be 

recognized by the international community. 

4. Culture. It is claimed by some that certain cultures are simply more 

conductive to democratic values than others. Typically, it is Westem culture 

which is cited as "best suited" to democracy, with other cultures portrayed 

as containing values which make democracy difficult or undesirable. This 

argument is sometimes used by undemocratic regimes to justify their failure 

in implementing democratic reforms. 

5. A large middle class. A middle class is one which is there in between 

two strata i.e., rich and poor in a society. So here possession of wealth is the 

criteria to determine. According to some, this class if in a large number can 

exert a stabilizing influence, allowing democracy to flourish. This is usually 

explained by saying that while the upper classes may want political power 

to preserve their position, and the lower classes may want it to lift them up, 

the middle class simply has less use for power, and is therefore unlikely to 

pursue non-democratic means of achieving it. 

I) 



6. Humogeneou.\' population. Some believe that a country which is deeply 

divided, whether by ethnic group, religion, or language, cannot establish a 

\Vorking democracy. Whereas the more the population is homogenous the 

more is the prospect of the smooth functioning of democracy. The basis of 

this theory is that the different components of the country will be more 

interested in advancing their own position than in sharing power with each 

other. 

7. Foreign intervention. Some believe that foreign involvement in 

democratization is a crucial factor in its success or failure. For some, 

roreign involvement is advantageous for democracy-these people believe 

that democracy must be actively promoted and fostered by those countries 

which have already established it, and that democracy will not otherwise 

take hold. Others, however, take the opposite stance, and say that 

democratization must come "from the bottom up", and that attempts to 

impose democracy from the outside are doomed to failure regardless of 

other factors. 

8. A tradition o( denwcracr. According to some theorists, it is vety 

difficult (or even impossible) for democracy to be implemented 

immediately in a country that has no prior experience with it. Instead, they 

say, democracy must evolve gradually This argument is often linked with 

the argument about cultural vaiL~es. Some theorists believe that 

democratization in the developing \VOrld is furthered by a country having 

16 



extensive contact with Western countries, and therefore absorbing cultural 

values and ideals. 

GLOBALIZATION AND DEMOCRATIZATION 

The two concepts globalization and democratization are much talked 

about among the intelligentsia today. When globalization is aimed at the 

economic development of countries, democratization is for the political 

development and both the process may be complementaty to each other. 

Though there are many debates going on about whether both are causation of 

each other or they are contradictory. S.f\!1 Lipset and others put fmward that 

'economic growth' creates the necessary preconditions for democracy by 

expanding literacy, creating a secure middle class, and nurturing cosmopolitan 

attitudes. Lipset says that the more well- to- do a nation, the greater the chances 

that it will sustain democratization. Even some hold that premature 

democratization in low -mcome countries is responsible for enabling 

opportunistic politicians to make selfish attempts and create regional 

resentments and even armed conflicts. There is a view that Globalization 

contributes to growth, and growth contributes to democracy. 

Samuel Huntington ( 1991) stresses the relationship between economic 

development and democracy. He says that the higher the level of economic 

development, there will be more highly educated public and the larger middle 

class with civic culture attitude. and competence which together will lead to 

more support for democratization. Frank J Lenchner and John Boli say that 

17 



with globalization countries would cooperate peacefully as patiicipants in one 

worldwide market, pursuing their interests while sharing commitments to basic 

human values- embraced economic liberalization and democratization it 

supposed entailed. So the globalization process which has multidimensional 

ciTects, many aspects of relations and activities. Along with the foreign 

investments, technological know-how it brings in new ideas and thoughts 

including democratic concepts, human rights values etc .which may be new to 

the closed systems under authoritarian regimes and gradually the long -

suppressed public \vmdd be aware of their rights and liberty. David Held 

argues that the developments in trade, finance, production, cultural and 

communication trends, politics brought in by the globalization process have 

contributed to the transformation of the nature and prospects of democratic 

political community in a number of distinctive ways and the locus of power 

\viii be shared and bartered by diverse forces and agencies at national, regional 

and international levels. 

iv1any scholars arc against the vtew that Globalization helps in the 

process of democratization. Scholars like Barrington Moore argue that there is 

no necessary relation between development and democracy. 13 0 Donne! also 

seeks to explain the authoritarian developments in South America during the 

1960s and 1970s when countries like Argentina. Brazil, Uruguay etc. turned 

away from democratic constitutional forms at fairly high levels of 

I i rvloore B. :IS quoted in John D. Steph;ms. "Cipitalist Dcyclopment <llld Democrac\: Empirical 
Rcse:lrch on the social origins of Democr;1c\ · in Jean Hampton. Dill'icl Copp and John E. Roemer cd.
'/lie Ideo u/1 )cnwcracv ( Ciinlbridge Unii·crsil\ i>ress. llJlJ~). p.-WlJ. 
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development. He argues that late developers couldn't follow the same path of 

political development as that of the core capitalist world economy.
14 

In spite of the above opposite remarks many other scholars have gone in 

favor of linking the globalization, economic development and the process of 

democratization. They argue that capitalist development is not only conelated 

to the development of democracy it is also associated with it. I am also of the 

view that the factors of Globalization bring changes in a countiy which are 

useful for the development of the democratic principles and institutions. The 

process of globalization helps in the overall development of a countty which 

may include social, political, educational and cultural. So these socio-

cconornic development increases the likelihood of political development. 

Lipset (1960) in 'Political Man' begins by observing that greater economic 

affluence is generally associated \Vith democracy. He goes on to demonstrate a 

correlation between democracy and industrialization, urbanization, education, 

literacy and per capita income and consumption. 15 

Education broadens one's outlook, increases tolerance, restrains one from 

adopting extremist doctrine and also increases one's capacity for making 

rational electoral choices. The more educated are the more tolerant and thus 

more supportive of democracy. The level of education in a countly is generally 

in developed and globalised nation. Increased wealth also moderates the 

----··-----·---· 

11 
0 Donne! as quoted in John D. Stephans. ·capitalist Development and Democracy: Empirical 

Research Oil the social origins or DelliOCI'iiC\. in Jean Hampton. David Copp and John E. Roemer ed. -
'The Ide;! or DcliiOCraC\.. Cunbridge u Ill\ crslty Press. I <J<n. p--ll 0. 
1

' Lipset <IS quoted in John D Stephans. ·capitalist De\ clopment and Democracy Empirical Research 
011 the social ongiiiS of Democracy· 111 Jc;1n HanlptOIL D<lvid Copp and John E. Roemer eel. -·The Idea 
or lkli!Oeracy" Cambridge Uni,·ersit\ Press. I<J<)]_ p--lll 
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politics of lower classes and thus makes them more prone to accept gradual 

change. Moreover there is generally more inequality in poorer countries and 

this makes the rich hostile to democracy as it may threaten their privileges. The 

rich may see it morally wrong to let the poor p[participate in the procedure of 

governance. Thus in Lipset's analysis the middle class emerges as the main 

pro-democratic force. In sum, he has argued that industrialization leads to 

increase in wealth, education, communications and equality which in tum are 

associated \Vith larger middle class: and this increases the probability of stable 

democratic politics. 

In the classical literature. it is said that openness, which is an element of 

globalization promotes growth via two primary channels. First, openness 

should contribute to greater competition, and competition promotes dynamic 

growth gains; or secondly, through technological innovation, technological 

progress \vhich increases productivity, which increases growth. There's a 

couple or other bodies of theory which also suggest how openness can 

contribute to growth. There is a lot of literature which relates growth to 

democracy. Openness contributes to growth by breaking up rent-seeking 

activity, more competition, foreign competition, breaks up domestic rent-

seeking activity and that produces growth gain: or trade and investment bring 

in technology, and technology increases capacity for growth. Endogenous 

growth theory, a more recent body of literature, suggests that trade and 

investment may promote human capital in a country and with human capital 

also increases the possibility for technological innovation and for growth. 

2U 
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Robert Barrow, the Harvard economist who has done so much pioneering work 

on growth, has said that democracy is a luxury good, so as societies become 

wealthier they buy democracy just as they'll buy health and safety standards, 

environmental standards, labour standards, that kind of things. 10 

Diss 
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1
'' Robert DarrO\\ as quoted b\ Ethan 13. K:1pstein in a transcript on (1/ohalization & /)emocratization· 
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CHAPTER- 2 

Globalization in Central Asia 



GLOBALIZATION IN CENTRAL ASIA 

I will examme the process of Globalization in the Central Asian 

Republics in this chapter. Apart from that, how the elements of Globalization 

have introduced and have brought about changes in each countiy viz. 

Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, will be 

discussed separately and elaborately. 

The disintegration of Soviet Union and emergence of five states in 

Central Asia faced extremely difficult economic situations. Problems are more 

difficult and complex. All the Central Asian states experienced sharply 

declining production and consumption, monetmy and financial disequilibrium, 

deteriorating employment situation and the prices increased faster than the 

income, pushing the larger section of the people below the poverty line. The 

economy came close to economic stagnation. Subsequently, for all "gross 

output" there was a shortage of goods. As time went on, material resources 

became harder to get and more expensive. The important factors that 

underlying to take reforms 111 Central Asian Republics (CARs), are severe 

economic recession leading to increased inequality of income and pove1ty, 

unemployment, lack of educational and medical facilities, hyper inflation 

persist in the economy for a long-period of time, price liberalization in the 

Russian Federation and managerial inexperience and inefficiency of the Central 

/\sian Republics.' 

1 
1\lc.\t.:I Vassilic\. Central Asia. Political and Economic Challenges in the Post Soviet~ra.( Sagi 

Books . London. 2001) 
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Table-1 

Growth in Real GOP, 1991-2000 (in percentage) 

Count nes 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

hstan -13 
_, 

-9 -13 -8 1 2 -2 2 10 -.) Kazak 
i 

j 

Kyrgy zstan -5 -19 -16 -20 I -5 
I 

7 10 2 4 5 

----

Tajiki stan -7 -29 -I I 1 -19 -13 -4 2 5 4 8 
I 

Turkn 1enistan -5 -5 -I 0 -17 -7 -7 -11 5 16 18 

·is tan -I -I I -2 -4 I -I 12 3 4 4 2 
I j 

--

Uzbek 

Source: European Bank of Reconstruction and De\ elopment Transition Update April 15. 
200 I . 

Globalization in the Central Asian Republics encompasses a wide range 

of areas including both internal and external dimensions like institutional 

reforms in the sphere of property creation of market institutions, changes in the 

function of the state in resource allocation, co-ordination of production, 

consumption and distribution process, creation of new monetary mechanism, 

fiscal reforms like, tax and budget deforms, in foreign economic sphere for 

movement of goods and services and capital. Reforms in CARs, especially 

diversification of economic and trade relations was not merely a matter of best 

possible choice, but also a matter or compulsion in order to survive and 

develop in the period of rapid globalization and transitional liberalization to 

exploit the global economic potentials. 

For Central Asian Republics, this process of Globalization is likely to be 

more difficult since their economics arc believed to be in the dire stress. 
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Globalization is very much related to Liberalization and Privatization, both are 

the process through which Globalization can be achieved. So focus in the last 

few years has been on economic policies, issues of stabilization, liberalization, 

privatization, and above all the sequencing and speed. In the steps towards 

Globalization, the first and foremost priority should be stability, if the economy 

is in a serious state of disequilibrium. So macro-economic stabilization is to be 

repressed, and open-inflation under control through restrictive monetary and 

fiscal policies, reduction in sustainable budget deficits, price liberalization and 

reduction in subsidies, new tax system and to adopt a proper trade policy and to 

pursue a suitable industrial policy 2 

Macro economic stabilization or macro economic behavior of an 

economy depends to a very great degree upon the monetaty and fiscal polices 

of the concerned countries. Since Central Asian Republics were facing 

economic problems like hyperinflation, high fiscal deficit, monetary and 

financial disequilibrium, high expenditure on subsidies etc. The monetary and 

fiscal policy has a most important role to play and that is why the situation was 

demanded its reforms. 

From the point of view of depth systematic transformation all central 

Asian R.epublics can be sub- divided into the following categories: more active 

reforms have been taking place in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. These countries 

have opted for the path or "shock therapy" more or less similar to the Russian 

' S R. Fisher. Sallay ancl C. Vcgll. /·i·n111 lrunsilion "f(, .\Iarke1.· /-.'vidence and Growth /)ro.1pects ([MF 
Working PaperNo. WP/(,X/52. lntcmatiOnal .Vlonctan l:und) 



path. Uzbekistan and particularly J"urkmenistan have chosen a more 

conservative model of gradual transition to market with great relative weight of 

state property and state regulation of economy. l'a;ikistan belongs to a special 

category on account of the peculiarities of the internal political situation. 3 But 

even in this country systematic transformations have been carried out. 

The periodisation of systemic reforms in Central Asia may be classified as 

follows: 

,... The first phase- destruction of the old socio -economic mechanism, the 

disintegration of USSR. 

,.. The second phase- harnessing of the basic elements of the market 

economy. The systemic and economic crisis. 

,... The third phase - end of the systemic and economic crisis, beginning of 

stable development of economy along with the new market basis. 

Monetary Reforms: policies ancl measures 

The first five year of transition in Central Asia were characterized by 

sharp price increases. This was complemented by huge moneta1y expansion, 

especially in 1992-94 which led to inevitable hyperinflation. To deal with these 

problems, the CARs adopted various measures . 

. l Cui shan Sachd~.:' a. ·· Econo111ic Traiisl(mnatiOII In C\:illral i\sia··. international Studies vol. 34. no. 3 , 
I 'J'J7 



Table-2 

Inflation 1991-2000(Change in Consumer Price Index) 

--------·-------------·--

( ::ountries 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

------------
Kazakhstan 79 1381 1662 1892 176 39 7 8 7 13 

I 
I 

I 
i ---

Kyrgyzstan 85 855 772 229 r 41 31 26 36 12 19 

- l 
Tajikistan 112 1157 195 I 350 1609 418 88 28 43 34 

! 
I 

Turkmenistan 103 493 3102 1748 11005 992 84 24 17 8 

--
Uzbekistan 82 645 534 1568 305 54 59 2 1 50 

--

Source: European Bank of Reconstruction and Development, Transition Update April 
200 l.l(J 

One of the important steps in the sphere was the introduction of national 

currencies in 1993. The earlier system was highly unworkable . It gave 

incentive to credit expansion in as much as its inflationmy consequences were 

shifted to the entire ruble zone. Hence introduction of national cunencies, 

when each country became on the whole responsible for its money-credit 

policies, became inevitable, not to say about the significance of national 

currency for achieving full sovereignty. 

In the framework of a t·wo tier banking system, there began a rapid rise 

in the number of national banks which grew up by dozens in each country. But 

the state special banks continue to concentrate in them the main resources. A 

majority of the commercial banks were weak and they did depend on the 

resources of the central bank. Gradually the interest charged on credit, 

including rennancing by central banks began to approximate market level. 



After the period of proliferation of commercial banks, there began a period of 

mass bankruptcies of-competitive banks and their consolidation leading to 

sur vi val of the strongest among them. It may be said that the frame of the new 

money credit system corresponding to requirements of market economy has 

already been created in the Central Asian republics, although this process is not 

fully over. 

In 1992, Kazakhstan began a programme focusing on fiscal control, 

trade liberalization and entrepreneurial and financial reforms. The national 

bank of l(azakhstan \vas established in 1992 since, and then it is working quite 

independently pursuing tight monetary policies. 4 The national currencies Tenge 

has been made fully convertible on current accounts. In the same line the 

establishment of the national bank of Kyrgyzstan as an autonomous institution 

In 1991marked reforms in the financial sector. 

The national currencies som is now fully convertible on currents 

accounts .lnf1ation has coming under control, but slippage has already started 

and fiscal deficit overshoot massively. The Govt. of Tc1Jikistan adopted an 

economic reform programme in early 1992 the introduction of the Tajik ruble 

in 1995 has given the country effective control over monetary policy. Under 

lfvll~' pressure the government is pressing forward with a tight monetary policy. 

Turkmenistan is lagging behind other Central Asian countries in economic 

rel'orm. Some price reform took place in 1992: and certain policies aiming 

'1\'licli<~c K;1scr. ··Economic Transition in Sl.\ Ccntr;il Asian Economics··. Central lswn .'>urvev. \'Ol.IC>, 
110 I. I'J<J7. pp. 5-7 
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attracting foreign investment and making domestic industries more efficient 

were announced. 

The Uzbektstan government IS also slow m announcmg and 

implementing reforms, perhaps to preserve social, political and economic 

stability. Basic la\vs concerning foreign trade, competition, leasing etc. were 

passed in 1992 . Latter on some laws relating to privatization, stock exchange 

and bankruptcy were passed. 5 

Fiscal Reforms: Policies and Measures 

The overall economic crisis and sharp contraction in production with the 

subsequent huge decline in GOP resulted in a tremendous fall of state revenues 

and huge budget deficits. 

Table-3 

Indicators of Budget Deticit as Percentage of GOP 

Countries 
I 

1992 I 1994 11996 1998 
! I -----+-------------+ 

Kazakhsta 11 I -7.3 ! -7.7 I -5.3 -7.6 

Kyrgyzsta ~1-+:\47 
! 
! 
; 

! -I 1.6 -9.9 -10.0 

I 
Tajikistan 

--~ 

-5.0 -5.8 -3.8 I -_)o.5 
i 

Turkmenis 103 
--

·tan 13.3 - I . I -2.7 

----!----·---~ i 

11 -I 1.3 i -4. I I -5.6 -3.4 
I 

Uzbekista 

I_----------·---------- -------- ------------------ _j_ __ ---- ----- - l I - - -- -- ------------ _______________ __L_ ____ _j 
.\"uurce l'wlzl und hthuu!t.\ (]()()(}; I 'J. JU 2-1 
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Reform on tax and budget system was quite similar in all the central 

Asia republics to those in all fonner soviet republics. As is already known the 

central place in the tax structure during the Soviet period was occupied by 

turnover tax, besides deduction from profit of the enterprises and excise. In the 

process of the tax reforms many earlier turnover taxes on separate groups of 

commodities were changed by a single value added tax (in 1995-96, it was 

levied everywhere at the rate of 20o/o)_c. Deduction from the profit was 

substituted by different and considering substantial taxes on profit. The excise 

on traditional groups of commodities remained intact (alcohol, cigarettes, oil 

producers, precious metals and stones etc). Revenues from import and exp011 

duties started playing amore important role. Stoppage of subsidies from central 

budget of USSR after its disintegration had an adverse effect on the revenue of 

state budgets of the central Asian republics. 

In the budget of Kazakhston and Kyrgyzstan, these subsidies continued 

up to 30 percent. Poor collection of taxes which \Vas not unnatural under 

conditions of state power being still weak, contraction of the tax base due to 

f~1ll in production and serious financial condition of the enterprises, led to fall 

in the resources of revenue in the state budgets, cutting reduction of 

expenditure. 

More important systematic changes in the expenditure part of the state 

budget appeared in the strong reduction in the role of subsidies and state 

investment. In the infrastructure spheres the basic investment role in the 

'' U ·\'allm _ ··cc11tral Asia. Trallsf'orlllalioll Tm\'arcls C.Jlobalisation". Contemporarv Central Asia, vol. 
II. 110.1 . I'J'JX. 
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economy began to pass over to private sector. 7 Powerful general economic 

crisis forced the central Asian republics to cut down on there state investments. 

The support for social expenditure on education, healthcare and social security 

was to be borne by the state as before. In several republics an additional burden 

of compensating the population for rise in prices of basic food products were 

also added. A number of state budget expenditure were difficult to squeeze, for 

example expenditure on social security. Fall in revenue state budget led 

everywhere to budgetary cnsts, with large deficits in state budget, ranging 

between 10-20% of GOP. Covering these deficits through credit from central 

banks only gave rise to high intlation. Ultimately the central Asian republics 

were forced to rush to deep cuts in budgetary expenditures and resort to non -

inflationary methods for covering of their deficits. 

The pressure from the I M F and other international organizations, 

declining to advance loan in such a case, where the government followed a pro-

inflationary budget policy, also enabled transition to a restrictive course. In 

several central Asian republics, especially in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, 

foreign credits and loan became one of the important sources for covering of 

the budgetary expenditures. After 1995 deficits in state budget as a rule fell to 

below I 0% of the G DP and their covering up began to acquire all essential 

inllationary characterx 

IZ1cil:ml P01nfrcLllw Jicullollllcs uf ( 'cnrml .lsiu (Prince Nc,,· Jersey· Princeton Uni,·ersitv Press. 
I 'J'J 'i J 

x A I 13clciluk ... Econ01uic Rcf'orllls 111 Ccutral Asi<lll Republics··. Conletnporarv C:cnlra/ Asia, ,-ol 2. 
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The fiscal policy reform of these countries is mainly connected with 

expansion of the economic activities, fiscal consolidation measures and 

improvement in tax administration. It was a direct result of new measures 

undertaken by Government: increase in value -added taxes, land and mining 

taxes, the introduction of new ecological tax on the assets of the non -

agricultural enterprises and a tax on enterprises gross sales. Reduction of 

expenditure of defense, state administration and water, electricity subsidies also 

contributed to the improvement of the state budget. Despite budgetmy 

constraints the government allocated additional resources for . capital 

expenditure and social services. 

In Kazakhstan total revenue has increased from 279.5 million tenge in 

1997 to J 14 .4 million tenge in 1998 to 419.7 million tenge in 1999. Most of 

the contribution to total revenue was coming from tax revenue. On the other 

hand the expenditure increased from 3 18. 7rnillion to 349 .6 million tenge in 

1998 to 4 72.5rnilliontenge in 1999.'! 

In Kyrgyzstan total revenue increased from 3747.5 million soms in 1997 

to 4~40.5 million soms in 1998 to 6090 .7 million in 1999. The major chunk of 

revenue is contributed by value added taxes. On the expenditure front, it 

increases from 5202.5 million soms in 1997 to 6695 .million soms in 1998 to 

7298 .3 soms in 1999. 10 In almost all the sectors the increase in expenditure is 

welcome except in the rise in subsidies . 

. .. -------·-·-- ---

" EcoiiOtnic Intelligence Unit. Country Report on K:v.akhstan, Kyrgyzstan Tajikistan 
Turktuettistan. U;bekistan (Lonclou) (Nm I 'JIJIJ. Feb 2000. April 2000. May 2000) 
I<• Ibid 



In J'ajikistan the total revenue increased in a high rate from 5455 

million roubles in 1996 to 17235 million roubles in 1997 to 170030 million 

rouble in 1998 .However the major sources of revenue in Tajikistan was the 

transfer from USSR budgets . So far as the expenditure is concerned it 

increased from 5020 million roubles in 1696 to 36910 million roubles in 1997 

to 326532 million roubles in 1998. 11 

In 'J'urkmenistan the revenue increased from 2817. 6milloin manats in 

1996 to 3060 .8 million manats in 1997 to 3693.1 million manats in 1998 .The 

revenue contribution was mainly contributed by value -added -taxes and profit 

taxes .On the expenditure front it increase from 2814.o million manats in 1996 

to 3422.8 Illillion manats inl998 to 3894.3 million manats in 1998. 12 

In case of Uzbekistan, the revenue increase from 191,551 million soms 

to 293,67() million soms in 1997 to 440,140 million soms in 1998 .The prima~y 

sources of revenue derived from taxes on income and profits and taxes on 

domestic goods and services. The public expenditure from 202,558 million 

soms in 1996, to 3 17. 35 mil ion soms in 1997 to 4 72, 244m soms in 1999. 

lndustri~tl Policy Reforms: 

Industrial reform is one of other important measures taken by the Central 

Asian Republics to their economy. To sustain better industrial output CARs 

need to follow the following measures: 

II Ibid. 
I' . ll)l(l. 



,- To Diminish and eliminate any negative consequences of the old system 

with its deformation of economic behavior, inefficiency of production , 

regional and sectoral distortions; 

,- Form a new institutional and legal framework (private property rights, 

~ontractual law, corporate and anti monopoly law, commodity and stock 

market etc.): 

,- Initiate privatization, supp01t small and medium private enterprises and 

provide transparent restructuring of large scale state owned enterprises, 

,- Promote a favorable business environment, both for local and foreign 

. I \ Investors. · 

The Central Asian Republics while not introducing shock therapy have 

been bringing about reforms through the policy of economic liberalization, 

decentralization, and privatization and so on. As a part of the market 

economics, the Central Asian Republics have introduced the programme of 

privatization. For instance in the case of Kyrgyzstan according to the President 

Akayev, by the end of 1993, about 35% of the entire property would be 

privatized---shops, public catering establishments, consumer goods industries, 

small firms etc. Many medium and large enterprises will be converted into joint 

stock companies. Similar programmes \vere undertaken by other Central Asian 

ll . II 
Repu J ICS. 
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1
' U:dd!lior lslarum· ... St:tte led Transforlll:!lion artd Economic Growth in Central Asia: From plan to 
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Kazakhstan has taken several steps in that direction. The council of 

entrepreneurs set up by the Kazak President, NurSultan Nazarbayev, discussed 

the problems of the implementation of the national privatization programme 

prepared by the team of economists. On the basis of the programme the Kazak 

govcrnrnent is in favor of the following steps-

,- Speeding up the task of state owned enterprises 

,- A massive privatization of state assets 

,- The formation of a private owner class and the development of a 

competitive environment for demonopolising productions. 

State ovmed enterprises subject to privatization are broken up into three 

groups (a) large enterprises with 5000 and more workers (b) medium 

enterprises in between 200 to 5000 workers and (c) small enterprises with less 

than 200 \Vorkers. According ro the Kazak government decree these can be 

privatized in time with individual projects by issuing shares or transfening to 

the workforce. The large and medium groups are to be converted in to open

end companies with all shares being initially owned by the government. Later 

these would be transferred fully or in part to the workers or public. 15 

Kazakhstan started from ·'voucherization" - even end free-of-charge 

distribution of national assets among population through vouchers. In 

November 1993, the government adopted the national programme of 

privatization and introduced ne\v methods: small, mass and case by case 

privatization. To participate in mass privatization through Investment Funds 



almost all the population of Kazakhstan was given investment coupons. Unlike 

small privatization, both voucher ( 1991-1993) and coupon ( 1994-1995) stages 

of mass privatization proved to be not very successful. The practice of case by 

case privatization of large enterprises and radical changes in management 

including transfer to foreign management (developed at a later period), large 

seal~ privatization was rapidly implemented. The main industrial enterprises 

were sold to foreign companies. As for private land ownership, it was rejected 

after a long debate in 1994 by the Parliament of Kazakhstan, which adopted 

a law which stipulated, that land can be leased with a right to be bought and 

sold, as well as inherited for a term up to 99 years J(, 

Similar measures are being taken by Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, but 

privatization is not going to solve the problems and the task of privatization is 

not going w be easy. Private entrepreneurship is not well developed in these 

republics, which have been relatively less developed economically. 

To meet these needs the Turkmenistan g~vernment has taken a series of 

measures for establishing and also reviving entr~preneurship in the country. As 

a part or that policy, a joint stock bank is being established for granting 

preferential credits of 5 billion Roubles to finance investment projects of 

Turkmenistan businessmen. The president of Turkmenistan, Niyazov, has said 

"'\Vc arc building a new society. 'vVe must have our own traders, entrepreneurs 

and businessmen. They will be granted freedom ofaction and state credits". 17 

!' ll)l(L.pp.l.fi-1--Ll 
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The Uzbek Government decided to set off 200 state farms to worker teams 

in the first quarter of 1993. With another 500 slated for privatization by the end 

of 1993. The government would also invest 1.5 billion Roubles concentrating 

on individual farms and crop processing concerns. However such decisions 

conceal the great reluctance with which the Central Asian states are moving 

towards privatization and the pressure of international monetaty agencies for 

aid and assistance in dictating those decisions. Thus, it is no surprise that 

privatization is proceeding at a slow pace in Central Asia. 18 

In Uzbekistan by the end of 1995, according to state prope1ty committee, 

85% of all enterprises were privatized or converted in to joint stock companies. 

In these non- state enterprises 65% labor was employed, 67% of national 

income produced, 97% of agricultural product 91% of consumer services, 61% 

of construction works, and about 50% of industrial output were produced. 19 

Corporatisation started with closed joint companies, which were soon 

transformed in to open joint stock companies, with the state share reduced to an 

average of about 30%. Almost all state farms were converted to various forms 

of farmsteads. In 1996, there was an additional privatization of 1664 

enterprises including I 08 medium and large scale enterprises. As a result, 2 

million share owners. 3 million households got land plots totaling 550,000 

hectares for personal needs, hmners obtained about 200,00o hectares of land. 

1
' A P~1tn;uk. ··Transition to !YI;u·kct ECOIIOIIII ··_ 111 K. Warikoo. cd. ··central Asia Emerging New 

Ordn .. _ (Nc11 Delhi llar-Atl<llld- PubliC<ItiOII.llJ'!5)_ p 155 
1
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Fur/,ill('/iJstan, l ·::hekJsliln (london) (N01 ll)l)l)_ Feb 2ll00_ Apnl 2000. May 2000) 
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97% of state owned housing has been privatized. Overall, in 1993-1996, 94% 

of small scale enterprises and 19% of medium and 17% of large scale 

enterprises have been privatized [IMF, ( 1997), p 67]. 20 In 1997, Uzbekistan has 

introduced its own methods of mass restructuring through Privatization 

Investment Fund (PlF). Shares of 300 medium and large scale enterprises, 

among which are some of the most profitable ones, were offered via PIFs. The 

government is committed to privatize 74% of shares. At least are 30%. are 

intended for P!Fs. 21% will be sold through the stock exchange and 23% will 

go to employees. 21 

"Each of these countries is trying to safe guard the interest of their own 

people in this task of privatization Kyrgyzstan proposes to give favorable terms 

to its own population including giving some types of municipal and other 

property free of charge. Special certificates would be issued to the Kyrgyz 

citizens. This is somewhat similar to the offer of privatization vouchers of 

Roubles I 0000 to each citizen in Russia" 22 

In Kyrgyzstan from the beginning the voucher system was combined with 

cash auctions for privatization of small and medium enterprises. The latter was 

more efficient. The attempts to introduce voucher system within first two years 

of independence, though f~liled. Even 111 1994 most of the vouchers were 

unused. ·rherefore, the vouchers were replaced by transferable coupons. The 

latter did not become popular as well, because people had little confidence in 

their value. In February, 1996 the government adopted a decree which 

:" IL>id 
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introduced, in addition to coupons and cash auction, competitive tendering for 

large investment projects, and direct sales and long term leases to investors 

selected by the State Property Fund. A two year programme of the privatization 

of 360 medium and large enterprises was introduced. As for land use rights, in 

November, 1995 it was extended from 49 to 99 years. 23 In October, 1998 

private ownership of agricultural land with, at least. A five year moratorium on 

land sales after privatization was introduced by the Referendum of Kyrgyz 

Republic. 

Commercial Law and Competition Policy: 

Often motivated by preparations for membership in international 

organizations such as the WTO or the Council of Europe, most CIS countries 

have made progress in recent years in reforming their commercial legal 

environment. The main problem with the development of commercial law in 

the region is a serious shortfall in implementation and enforcement. This is 

often the result of laws, norms and standards not being sufficiently clear or 

accessible, or not receiving adequate administrative and judicial support. 

Sometimes iL is due to outright corruption. This enforcement gaps erodes 

et)l)ridence in the legal system, especially in so far as it affects market agents, 

perception of its ability to guarantee contracts and property rights. As a result 

the quality or commercial law and their enforcement in the CIS economies are 

:: Ciid;idltubii no. 1-L p 1-+-L 
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m general well below internationally acceptable standards, which has . a 

discouraging effects on investments. 

However there is significant difference across CIS countries: relatively 

more progress has been achieved in countries such as Kazakhstan, the republic 

of Moldova and Russia. The least developed countries, where the legal and 

regulatory framework f~1ils to provide clear and transparent rules in support of 

effective markets are Tajikistan Turkmenistan, Armenia and Azerbaijan. 24 

Recent Industrial Development: 

In 1997, as a whole the CIS industrial output decline slowed down. 

However, in absolute terms industrial production fell to the level of the 

beginning of the 1970s and was less than50% of gross industrial output of 

1990s. Though all the Central Asian republics, apart from Turkmenistan, have 

positive rates of growth in 1997, industrial production in the majority of them 

was still low compared to its level in 1990: it was 49% in Kazakhstan, 51% in 

Kyrgyzstan, and 34% Tajikistan. 25 

Kyrgyzstan reached the lowest point of decline in 1995 at the second 

lowest level in the CIS. However the principal industries (light industries, 

electricity production and others) suffered continuous decline and 35% of 

industrial enterprises were producing less in December 1997 than a year before. 

Kazakhstan's industrial grmvth in 1997 was lower than was expected due to 

depressed prices for the main products (metals and oils). Positive rates of 

---·····-·-------------------
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growth in real terms were connected with the good performances of a few joint 

ventures, food productions and small and medium enterprises. Tajikistan's post 

independence declines of production were halted in 1997.2c' Some recovery 

observed in economic activity recently, however, has not spread to industrial 

productions. Total output of aluminum, one of the main products, in 1997 did 

not reach even the level of 1996, which was less than half of the smelters' 

designed capacity. Turkmenistan in 1997 faced the largest decline of industrial 

production, because of disruption of gas expmis and forced decline of gas 

output to the lowest for over thirty years. 

Uzbekistan is the only republic among CIS countries, which in 1995 

first reached the 1990 level of industrial output, and in 1996 -1997 had 

exceeded it by 12 7°/o There were not only light and food industries, but large 

enterprises of non- ferrous metallurgy, gas, oil and chemical production, 

machine building, including defence industries and others. It is true, that 

republic was able to reorient cotton- fiber_ gold, copper and some other tradable 

commodities more easily to countries outside their former Soviet Union. But 

the same product in different proportions and scale were principal item of 

specialization of other neighboring republics as well. It is also true, that 

economics of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan were more capital intensive and 

Uzbekist~llL together with the other two Central Asian republics, had a more 

labor intensive economic structure. However, the first two were not to depend 

011 the import or oil and petroleum products. 

·--· ...• --·---·-·----------
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It can be stated here that by 1997 all the Central Asian republics had 

completed the stage as small privatization and had traversed a large part of the 

path along the voucher stage and have in turn the period of commercial 

privatization . The rapid pace of this process somewhat slowed down but 

privatization became in economic terms better grounded and prepared. 

Problems in the Process of Privatization: 

It may be observed that the Central Asian Republics of the former USSR 

are l~tcing formidable problems as they have embarked on the road of economic 

transition to market economies. While many of the problems are somewhat 

similar to those facing other former republics of the Soviet Union, the Central 

Asian republics also face specific issues and problems arising out of their 

legacy or the past27 Efforts are underway in finding solutions to their 

problems. It is important to note that in this regard they are looking into the 

Turkish model for their own economic development. The Central Asian 

Republics are also trying to forge close economic interaction with China and 

Pakistan. Hence, India should take an active part in the economic transition of 

the ex-soviet Central Asian republics for mutual benefit, in the long run. 

Trade Policy Reform: 

.:\n important factor differentiating the countries is their exp011 

dependencies. All the countries have substantial dependence on a particular 

(ltd:tdllul>IL no.l4. p.l41 
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commodity or group of commodities; gas in Turkmenistan, oil and metals in 

Kazakhstan, cotton in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Commodity-dependent export 

economies are quite common in the developing world. There are many 

examples of oil-exporting and monocrop economies that reflect the dominance 

of a particular sector or cluster of sectors. Yet in Central Asia there are cases in 

which the country's dependence is upon a small cluster of producers. For 

instance, nearly 40 per cent of Tajikistan's foreign exchange earnings come 

from a single factory, the Tursunz:ade aluminum factmy. The effects of such a 

concentration of potential revenue upon the country's decision making with 

respect to foreign policy are immediately apparent2
g 

Reform in the mechanism of the fut1ctioning in the foreign economic 

sphere has occupied one of the central places in all programmes for transition 

to market economy. The idea for the need of maximum liberalisation of foreign 

economic activities and speedy charge of state monopoly foreign trade, 

formation or corresponding institutions and instruments for regulation of 

foreign economic sphere has literally became cordial for radical reformers. 

lnlcrnational organizations greatly assisted in quickening the forms and pace of 

libcralisation ofthe foreign economic sphere. 

The first step in this direction \vas abolition of the state monopoly of 

t'orcign economic rciations and permission granted to private firms and persons 

to operate in the foreign economic sphere. The other steps included 

_,, Circgory Glc;ISOII, .. hHCigll Policy- ;I lid DoiiiCSlic Rct'onn in Central Asia ... Central /!sian S'urvey, vol. 
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abandonment of planning in foreign trade and creation of new mechanism of 

foreign exchange accounting in the foreign trade operation. 

The state monopoly of foreign trading in the Soviet times rendered 

unnecessary such instrument of indirect regulation as custom duties, 

quantitative restrictions, licensing of imports and export etc. A highly 

significant aspect of the systemic reforms in the foreign economic sphere is 

relaxation in the regulation of foreign exchange. The Central Asian republic 

have become members of the international financial and banking institutions 

like lntcmational Monetary Fund (IMF). World Bank etc., by which they get 

botlt financial and technical assistance to achieve the objective of economic 

transition .. 

lt1ter republican trade has been a prominent feature in the former Soviet 

republics, but with the dissolution of Central authority this structure has been 

disturbed. Central Asian countries relying heavily on central distribution 

ch~mnels suffered more than the other former Soviet republics from this 

disturbance. As a result of this phenomenon, bilateral trade accords between 

individual members of the CIS proliferated. In fact, these trade agreements 

have no substantial provisions for long-term trade anangements but aim at 

siH>rHerm maintenance of previous obligations. In that respect, they are one

year term agreements based mainly on barter trade. 

In 1991, all the Central Asian countries witnessed a sharp decline in 

their foreign trade. But their trade deficits decreased as well. ln terms of inter 
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republican trade; however, the available data pe1iaining to 1989 suggest that 

Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are likely to suffer most 

economic hardship when they are compelled to bring their trade into balance in 

1992. Turkmenistan has had comparatively smaller trade deficit thanks to its oil 

and gas exports. When and if world market prices prevail in the CIS, this 

republic may have an even better chance to balance its foreign trade. 

The disturbances in the foreign and inter republican trade structures of 

the former Soviet republics of Centrai Asia have also prompted them to 

diversify their trade links and look for new partners. Iran, Pakistan and Turkey 

are at the forefront in this respect, enlarging their tripatiite Economic 

Cooperation Organisation (ECO) by the membership of four of the Central 

Asian counties Kazakhstan is only an observer and Azerbaijan29
. 

·rhc most radical trade liberalization introduced in Kyrgyzstan was 

accompanied not only by the one of the largest decline of industrial production 

in the FSU and the largest share of people under poverty line, put also by the 

largest per capita foreign debt (despite the fact that the country received the 

largest per capita technical assistance both from international and bilateral 

donors). Kazakhstan due to the most radical large privatisation as for big 

enterprises attracted the largest FDl per capital in the FSU. But in comparisons 

witlt China and Hungary that attracted the biggest in absolute term FDI and the 

largest per capita among all countries in transition respectively, in Kazakhstan 

c') L11:tl Ce\·ik01 .. ·· A brief Account or the Economic Situation in The Former Soviet Republics of 
Cclltr;il /\sJ:I··. C 'emrol .ls1an Sur11ev. \'OI I]. 110. I. I '.i'J-l. pp. -IX-50 
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FDI was allocated not in labor intensive human resources abased enterprises, 

but capital intensive natural resources based sectors. lt is not improving 

radically employment possibilities, but diminishing the chances for sustainable 

development for future generations. 

Uzbekistan has managed to have a more optimal structure of foreign 

trade and a more diversified FDl. The external debt burden is quite modest, the 

maturity structure is improved and the share of grants increased in comparisons 

with 1993. The problem of a multiple exchange rate, however, has remained. In 

.I uly 1998. the president of Uzbekistan announced, that the republic will take 

steps in the liberalization of foreign exchange (unification of its rate and 

convertibility for current account transactions) and sign mticle VIII of the IMF 

by the year 2000. Thus. the state and people of Uzbekistan have started 

preparations for the new stage of transformation . .Agricultural, foreign trade 

and public service reforms, developmellt of more mature market institutions 

and relations, promotion further privatization and industrial policy on the basis 

of an outvvard-looking strategy will be the key steps to success in the next stage 

. . . 1(1 
111 trans1t1on 

The Central Asian republics of tile former Soviet Union have become 

members of the international finical and banking institution including the lMF 

and the World Bank. By virtue of this, they are able to get assistance both in 

tenus ot" technical guidance and advice as well as credits to enable them to 

'" l3<tklltior lslaliiO\. 110 13. pp. I n-124 



achieve the objectives of economic transition from a command economy to a 

market economy. The lMF has granted $150 million loan to Kazakhstan for 

the purpose of technical assistance in developing financial infrastructure, 

particularly banking and taxation, and also tin the privatisation programme of 

the country. Similarly, at the EEC session held in August 1992, it was decided 

to offer a credit of 55 million ECU (European Currency Unit) to Tajikistan for 

the purpose of food purchases and other necessities. 

Itt order to attract foreign investment, the Central Asian republics are 

offering several concessions and incentives. Uzbekistan has liberalized 

conditions for foreign investment with effect from 1.8. 1992. 

A) ·rhere would be no import taxes till the end of 1993. 

B) Foreign investors are exempt from income tax for 5 years. 

C) Foreign firms will have the right to buy factory, housing etc., on long 

term basis. 

The former republics of Central Asia are making all effort to establish 

closer economic relations with other countries. In August 1992, Kazakhstan's 

Foreign Minister, Tuleutai Sulymenov, met the Foreign Minister of the 

People's Republic of China, Li Ping, and had extensive talks. It is important 

that both the countries have signed seven documents including consular treaty; 

agreement on encouragement and mutual protection of investment, agreement 

on cultural co-operation; and education etc. Being two large neighboring 

.n 



countries, these agreements could go a long way in promoting trade and 

economic co-operation. Special mention may be made of possible co-operation 

in improving means of ''communication. water management, building railways 

and so on". According to the Izvestia report of 5/3/93, Japanese firms 

M itsubishi, Marubeni and Mitusi were seriously considering the proposal of 

exploration and exploitation of oil industry in Turkmenistan. There is also a 

proposal to build a gas pipe line from Turkmenistan to China and Japan via 

ACghanistall. Similar efforts are being made by the Central Asian countries to 

build close economic and political relations with other neighboring countries 

which should be of some interest to lndia31
. 

Exchange Rate Reform: 

The exchange rate policy is an important part of macroeconomic 

stabilization and systemic transformation reforms as a whole from the 

vievvpoint of integration into the world market and the attraction of foreign 

invtstrncnt The experience of post-Soviet republics shows it is not technically 

di !Ticult to achieve unified exchange rate and to open up the domestic market. 

Controversy is connected with their impact on the real economy and other 

adverse effects (Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and others). 32 All measures 

leading to and keeping unification or the exchange rates are to be taken as a top 

priority 011 the way to achievi11g curre11t accoulll currency convertibility. It also 
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proposes an original sequence of steps: fast liberalisation of commercial 

exchange rate to replace the curb market rate with more moderate and gradual 

change in official exchange rate not to get into debt crisis. 33 

Openness and Foreign Economic Participation: 

The Central Asian republics after decades of having been deprived the 

opportunity of direct economic relations with other countries during the Soviet 

period are now able to do so. But the conditions in which they operate are very 

complex both domestically and internationally. 

The Great Game of the last century was colonial, imperialistic and a race 

bctvveen two foreign powers above the heads of the locals. We don't have old 

lime colonialism any more. This v.ras definitely put an end to the occunence of 

the Soviet collapse. ·''1 There is once again competition between foreign patties. 

However, this time the competitors must accommodate their interests with 

rules and regulations set up by local authorities. What counts today - after the 

Sovtel demise - is llrst and foremost business and profit administered by 

prtvatc enterprises \·vithout intervention of or - quite the opposite - m 

cooperation with official authorities from their home countries. The objects of 

·-·---·------------·- ·----
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interest are natural resources - mainly oil, natural gas and gold as well as other 

minerals - cheap labor forces and markets for consumer goods. 35 

Shortly after their independence the Central Asian republics began 

reforming their economies in an effort to move away from a planned economy 

to a market economy, and to attract foreign investment. These reforms include: 

de-monopolization, privatization, debt restructuring, banking reform, lifting 

profitability controls, price liberalization, establishing a securities and 

exchange commission, trade liberalization, enacting laws on investment, setting 

up an adequate government procurement process, customs reform, and tax 

f
. \(, re orm.· 

Although the Kazakhstan government has made great strides in 

Improving foreign investment legislation, key concems remain, including the 

vagueness of laws, contradictory legal provisiOns and poor implementation, 

especially at the local level of government. For instance, the lack of clarity in 

tax laws allows for creative interpretations by the Tax Police and other 

government agencies. Customs always presents challenges to foreign firms. 

Customs officials often imerpret Customs regulations arbitrarily. Govemment 

dovvnsizing and the move to the new capital, Astana, have seriously 

co1npoulllkd problems surrounding implementation of legislation. The State 

Agency 011 Investments established in late 1996 and advertised as a "one-stop 

sll()p" fur foreign investors, has had a mixed record in its attempts to resolve 

invcstillcllt issues. In 1999. in an effort to raise the profile of foreign 

-------- ------------------ ---
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investment Issues within the government, President Nazarbayev promoted 

then-Foreign Minister Tokayev to the rank of Deputy Prime Minister and gave 

him specific responsibilities to attract foreign investment and resolve 

investment disputes. Tokayey was subsequently chosen as Prime Minister after 

his predecessor resigned in October. 

Beginning in 1997, there has been a trend to grant preference to 

domestic investors over foreigners in most state contracts. 37 September 1999 

amendments to the oil and gas law requiring oil companies to use local goods 

and services represent an extension of this trend. President Nazarbayev has 

complained publicly that previous privatizations were executed too quickly and 

did not allow for the involvement of domestic investors. Other govemment 

officials have further expressed the need to "protect" domestic producers from 

outside competition. However, it is unclear whether domestic investors have 

the 111edium-to-long term financial capacity to support major projects and 

whether domestic investors have the strong management and technical skills to 

rejuvenatt: largely bankrupt Kazakhstan Industries. To help develop local 

industry, the government enacted changes to legislation, published September 

I, 1999, requiring all oil and minerals companies to use domestically produced 

goods and services when a vailabie 3 x 

l11 recent years. the l(azakhstan government has enacted four maJor 

pteces of legislation affecting foreign in vestment. These are: I) The Law on 

'
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Foreign Investment, 1994 (amended in July 1997); 2) The Tax Code of 

1995;'3) The Law on State Support for Direct Investment. 1997; 4) The Law 

on Government Procurement, 1997_.w 

Poor implementation of these laws and reforms remains the key obstacle 

to business in Kazakhstan. Important concerns remain, for example, in the area 

of government tenders, despite new legislation and government promises that 

tendering will be conducted in an open and fair manner. Tenders are sometimes 

issued just a week ahead of the application deadline, thereby limiting 

competition. The main features of the Law on Foreign Investment (as 

amended) are: 

lK Ibid. p () 
''.! llml. p. c, 

,. • Guarantees with regard to non-expropriation, profit repatriation, 

currency convertibility, and national treatment; 

,. • Clear and unequivocal access to international arbitration in the 

event of a dispute between a foreign investor and the State; 

.r • The automatic consent of the State to the dispute settlement 

option- selected by a foreign investor; 

.r • A definition of investment dispute that embraces authorized 

f·t- . I b 1· .w o ICJa oc 1es; 

.r • An expanded definition of foreign investment (which includes 

rights to undertake activities based upon a license) that reflects an 

open policy towards encouraging investment; 

"' 1:!11 BrciiiiiiCr and RaY Taras. cds .. N;Itions and Pril1lirs in the Sm icl Sucessor States. (Cambridge 
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r • A compensation regime for expropriation due to ultra vires 

actions by State officials; 

r • A choice of law options for employment agreements between 

foreign investors and their foreign employees in Kazakhstan; 41 

r • A guarantee that only those state bodies permitted to carry out 

examinations of foreign investor operations should do so. 

r • Exemptions from customs duties for equipment and spare parts 

imported into Kazakhstan for the charter fund of an enterprise 

with foreign participation, as well as for personal property 

imported into Kazakhstan by foreign personnel of an enterprise 

with foreign participation; and 

r • A I 0-year stability guarantee in the legal regime applicable to 

all foreign investors except those engaged in (I) the importation, 

production or sale of goods excisable in Kazakhstan, and (ii) the 

importation of finished products into Kazakhstan for the purpose 

of re-sale in Kazakhstan. Investments made under long-term 

contracts (over I 0 years with authorized state bodies), enjoy this 

guarantee until the expiration of the contract, unless otherwise 

specified by the contract itself<-1 2 

The Law on Foreign Investment was amended in April 1998 to include 

an anti-avoidance clause with respect to contributions to charter capital. This is 

primarily to prevent abuse of duty exemptions permissible under Article 22 of 

'
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the same law. Lndependent experts can be called in under certain circumstances 

to verify that that no such "avoidance" is taking place. 

Contracts between foreign nationals and Kazakhstani citizens must meet 

the requirements laid out in Article 24(2) of the investment legislation. Such 

contracts must address labor conditions. These are negotiated by the parties and 

included in the contract. The conditions agreed must meet the standards set out 

in Kazakhstan labor legislation. Article 25 (3). 

According to estimates made by the World.Bank, the Pacific Asia region 

will have a demand of 1000 m tons of oil in the year 2000 and a demand of 

1500 m tons I 0 years later, in 20 I 0. One third of this oil will have to be 

imported. For China the percentage may be still higher, in a not too distant 

future possibly as much as 50%. China's own old oil fields are exploited and 

the reservoirs in Xinjiang and the South China Sea are not as great as they were 

i b -1\ once suppose< to e. · 

The China National Petroleum Corporation is already active m the 

regwn, especially in Kazakhstan, one of the three Central Asian states 

bordering with China. In I 997 it bought 60% of the Uzen Fields and 60% of 

the Aktyubinskmunai Production Industry, located in the western part of the 

COUll try. 

China is for the time being the leading country for joint ventures with 

Kazakstan (followed by Turkey and the U.S.). Still more extensive are Chinese 

ties with 1\..irghizstan, where they have set up a full fledged embassy in 

ll>td. p.S(, 
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Bishkek. China buys industrial commodities and electricity from the Kirghiz. 

Of the five Central Asian states China has the least contacts with 

Turkmenistan, the remotest country from China, although negotiations have 

been initiated concerning cooperation in oil production. 

For the Chinese government this development is, besides it's economic 

advantages, of the utmost political import. One crucial effect of expanded 

business relations with Central Asia is the greater possibility for China to 

prevent unrest along and across its western borders, which could change the 

political climate in the already problem-stricken Xinjiang province in western 

China. A treaty on the improvement of security measures along their common 

borders was signed in April 1997 in Moscow with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and 

Tajikistan. and also Russia.·'~ 

As to the construction of new pipelines for the transportation of Central 

Asian oil and gas. there are several options, some more expensive than others 

and some politically more touchy than others; this is top level world politics 

with both Russia and the US as vigilant and demanding actors in addition to the 

Central Asian states themselves and their Far Eastern and southern neighbors. 45 

A Ilulllber of foreign oil companies are operating in Central Asia, first of 

all in and around the Caspian Sea. One advantage that Russia naturally has in 

colltrolling the exploitation of oilfields and the construction of new pipelines 

and other transportation routes - and generally in activities concerned with 

11 
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exploring Central Asian resources - is that this country has inside information 

retrieved during Soviet times that other countries do not have access to.46 The 

natural riches of the region are impressive and have already attracted many 

foreign companies. Uzbekistan's gold mine Murantau in the Kizilkum desert, 

north of Bukhara, is the world's largest, or at least one of the largest of its kind, 

witl1 a production of 70 tons of ore per year. Tajikistan has the world's largest 

known deposits of silver. Kazakhstan has 25% of the world's known uranium 

reserves and 30% of the chrome reserves. Turkmenistan is known as the 4th 

biggest owner of natural gas ...... just to give some examples. Kirghizstan 

seems to be the poor cousin in this respect, although the water resources of this 

country should not be forgotten.-1 7 

Data about Japan's interests 111 the Central Asian regwn are scarce. 

Besides business contacts and activities for the exploitation of oil and chrome 

in the Aral Sea region, Japan has also been engaged in projects of a more social 

nature, such as the restoration of airports in cities like Tashkent, Bukhara, 

Samarkand and Khiva. Japan contributed I m USD to the construction of the 

new Kazak capital. Astana and this country have also been involved in repair 

works along the highway between the Kirghiz capital Bishkek and the city of 

Osh on the border ro Uzbekistan.·'>~ 

An even better example of both social and cultural achievements in the 

vc111 of comprehensive foreign economtc investments is offered by the South 

''· /\d:u11s Jerry. "Oil a11cl <.icopolitic;il Str:tlCg\ in lite C:tuctsus" . . ls1on .lfliurs, \'Ol. I. no. 30. February 
I'J'J 1. pp 11-20. 
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Korean engagement in Central Asia, the explanation of which must somehow 

be linked to the presence of the Korean Diaspora in Central Asia, even though 

the connection between this Korean population and South Korean business in 

the region is not as straightforward as one might think.49 

South Korea is like many others engaged in the oil and gas industty and 

the financing and construction of pipelines. However, something that has 

greater social impact is South Korea's engagement in consumer goods, labor 

I i b 1 
. )() 

mar \Cts <Ill( an ·ung. · 

South Korea aims at an expanded local production of cars and 

electronics in Uzbekistan, although still a great part of its exp011 to this countty 

is made up of such goods; next to Russw, South Korea is the second largest 

trade partner with Uzbekistan and one of the biggest investors in this country. 

The largest Daewoo car industry in Uzbekistan is located in Asaka, a small 

town to the east of Andidjan in the Ferghana Valley. 51 On the outskit1s of 

Tashkent, a former Soviet factory, Zenith, where once electronic components 

for the army were produced, has been transformed into a big assembly line 

factory The wages offered at this factory, though low compared to South 

Korean standards, are well above average Uzbek salary. 

Cheap Uzbek labour is an asset highly appreciated by South Korea. 

Uzbekistan has a young population; more than half of the inhabitants are below 

20 years or age and thus future candidates for employment. The country's 

I'J llJICI . p. 7(, 
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labour force at present amounts to 8.5 million people, the largest labour force 

. c·, I A . 52 1n entra s1a. 

According to information obtained from South Korean diplomats in 

Tashkent in September this year, 2000 Uzbek trainees are sent each year to 

South Korea, where they are trained in industrial work for two years before 

going back to Uzbekistan, often rogether with the equipment they have been 

. ) "{ 
tra111cd 011. · 

South Korean business is also interested in helping to modernize and 

dcvdop the Uzbek cotton industry. During the Soviet era most of the Uzbek 

cotton was brought out of the republic and the cotton manufacturing industry 

was poorly developed and the equipment then used is aged and in need of 

modernization. Importation of machines from South Korea to this effect has 

54 already started. 

Furthermore, South Korea has an important share of the Uzbek banking 

system. A Daewoo bank was opened in Tashkent in May 1997. It hires an old 

palace which formerly belonged to the Soviet-Uzbek Writers' Union, right in 

the middle of the city. This is the only Daewoo bank so far in Uzbekistan. It 

has sister banks in Hungary and Rumania. All foreign investment in Uzbekistan 

n1usL be made by means of joint venture. 55% of the shares in the bank are 

owned by Daewoo Security Company, and only I 0% by Uzbek partners - the 

'C Jl)I(J. p. X() 

'
3 S DttJIC<Itl. The Roilll to l'ost-CotlllllUIIISIII Independent Polttical Movements in the Soviet Union. 

I'JX:'i-I'J<JI (Nc11 York Printer. I'J'.i2) 
'

1 
1\!Ltroth<t Brill Olcou "N<ttion Building <II tel Ethnicit1 111 the Foreign Po lie\ of the New Central Asia 

St:tlc-:"J<ussiou l.illoml/'ro;ect.\ If urkmg htfJer no. ]0, dmft. UMCP/SAIS, June I 993, p.4. 



National Bank of Uzbekistan, 5%, and the Turan Bank, 5%55 The remaining 

shares arc owned by the IBRD, 25%, and Korean Bank, I 0%. The Uz'Deu 

Bank, as its official name is, is the biggest investor in treasmy bills in 

Uzbekistan and one of the 3 biggest investment banks in the countiy, after the 

National Bank of Uzbekistan and the Industrial Bank (Promysjiennyj bank). 

The Daewoo bank was characterized as a corporate customer bank 

focusing on Uzbek economy - not Korean industry in Uzbekistan. Many 

Koreans including "expatriots" have private accounts in the bank, which offers 

its customers rich opportunities of consultations, possibly in Korean, if 

requested. On the other hand, the long-term planning of the bank is to expand 

the customer base to Uzbeks 5 r' 

Uzbek restrictions on foreign investments in the country seem at present 

to be a great nuisance to most enterprises - much more so, than in Kazakhstan, 

\Vhere foreign enterprises can benefit from greater tax relief and where they are 

already discussing possibilities of allowing firms fully financed- i.e. to 100%-

by foreign capital. 57 So there are t"ollowing main practical problems for foreign 

investors in Uzbekistan: 

I. Conversion - all payment must be made in the Uzbek currency, the 

vveak som, and capital in hard currency cannot be brought out of 

the country. 

1 lime consuming customs procedures 

3. Time consuming and complicated registration procedures 

'' lbitl .. p. X7. 
'''Ibid. p Tl 



4. Lack of information 

So from the above study it can be found that the liberalization process in 

all these countries in not same. And the countries which are more liberalized 

they have dome well in the overall growth and development. While 

Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan have done well in this aspect 

Turkmenistan is the least liberalized economy in central Asia. 

-······-··------··-- ------
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CHAPTER- 3 

Democratization in Central Asia 



DEMOCRATISATION IN CENTRAL ASIA 

·rhe newly independent stares of Central Asia are very young and their 

state building projects are in initial stages of development. Those who expect 

quick results have to bear in mind how long it took for west European states to 

develop coherent democratic system. Today the political development of five 

Central Asian countries displays more diversity than uniformity and 

Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan are now 

distinct entities to a much greater extent than they were as union republics. So, 

in this chapter first overall democratization process in the Central Asian region 

has been described. After that democratization process in individual Central 

Asian states has been analyzed. 

In this Chapter, I shall deal with the process of democratization and 

their advancement in Central Asian Republics. The structure and practice of 

democracy will be discussed. How far each of these five countries has become 

successful to implement democratic governance will also be examined. 

Western politicians and scholars have been predominantly concerned 

with the institutional aspects of democracy, and much effmt has been made to 

l~tcilitate and monitor the emergence of these institutions. A Minimalists' 

definition of democracy involves fl·ee elections and separation of executives 

frorn the legislature and judiciary. According to these criteria, its essential 

clements arc: 

• l·'rcc elections- people have to be able to make an unfettered choice; 
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• Fair elections-people have to be able to make an informed choice; 

• Accountability-- people have to be able to rectify their choices and recall 

unworthy representatives; 

• The executive power has to be limited by other independent bodies 

• The rule of law 1 

Y ct the functioning of institutions often remams remote from their intended 

goals. 

In the starting, institutional aspect of democratization process has been 

described i.e. the in making of constitution, development in office of the 

president, parliament, judiciary, and bureaucracy. Later on attitudinal aspect 

i.e. the role of civil society, political participation and education, role of media 

is described. 

CONSTITU'flONAL DEVELOPM~NT UNDER THE TSARIST 

llEGIMl~ 

Prior to the Bolshevik revolution, rhe political culture of the region was 

medieval, Until the Revolution of 1905 Russia had an autocratic, Form of 

government. The tsar was called as ·'unlimited autocrat" 2 The Revolution of 

1905 secured a certain modification of autocracy .An elected body with 

legislative powers and the imperial Duma was introduced which marked the 

' AIIII:t iVl;Iti<:CI<L ··oentocr:tlll.<ltion_ legitliii<IC\ ami poilliCII change 111 Central Asia··. Jmernational 
ljfiurs I'OL 75_ no. I. Janu:1r\ I'J'J'J. p. ~I 
: ll;irpcr N Sa111uel. '/he Ciu1-·ernntent of lite So\-·tel L'rtto/1 (Ne11 York: I 'J<JX) p.ll 
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beginning of constitutionalism. But these institutions were unable to modify the 

0 l 
autocratiC system.· 

During the Tsarist period, Russian colonies in Asia and central Asia 

enjoyed no constitutional right. A Governor General who was responsible to 

the Ministry of War govern them . Lenin described the Russian colonies as 

prison Houses. But just after the socialist Revolution the soviet union became a 

federation of fifteen national "union Republics" and eight autonomous region,. 

Legally all union Republics had equal status. But geopolitical factors made the 

Russian Republic superior to others .There was a single party system in the 

whole of the Soviet Union. 

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT UNDER THE SOVIET RULE 

The 1918 constitution of the RSFSR: 

Ever after the Bolshevik revolution, central Asia virtually remained a 

Russian colony, though, under the new dispensation, while political and 

cultural freedom was further crushed in the economic sphere, Central Asia, due 

to its rich natural resources, registered considerable development. 

The first socialist constitution in the history of mankind was adopted on 

July I 01
1! 1918, by the fifth all Russian congress of soviet federation of socialist 

republic. The main goal of the constitution \vas the socialist reconstruction of 

society in the country. 

'Illtd.ppll-12 



Just after the socialist revolution of 1917 . Lenin issued a nunne1y of 

decrees to establish the socialist society, i.e. transfening all powers to the 

workers and the peasants, nationalization of the large enterprises ,transport 

facilities an the banks of tsarist Russia, and turned them into state property. At 

the same time, the soviet government issued decrees to replace the social 

estates and proclaimed the equality of nations. The separation of the church 

from the state, the equality of women and so on . ..J 

The noble feature of the constitution was the permission incorporated in 

Article 2. which provided for depriving individuals and groups of people, rights 

where such rights were exercised against the interest of the socialist revolution. 

This constitution became the model for the constitution or the soviet republics, 

which came to be set up in the territory of the former tsarist Russia. 

The 1924 Federal Constitution 

The 1924 federal constitutiOJi of the former USSR was introduced after 

the civil war and during the Napoleon period, by this constitution power was 

delegated only to the union, and each republic retained the right to secede. The 

union was given absolute discretionary power in international matters together 

with control of economic planning, the budget. The armed forces, transpOJi the 

judiciary. and the basic principles of la\v virtually in every field, the supreme 

authorit)' was still to be vested in the indirectly elected congress of the soviets 

.Nu bill ot' rights was included in it. During the 1920s Russia, Byelorussia and 

1 
Vladuntr Tcrcbilov. the .\'1Met < 'oun (i'vloscm1· .I 'J7l ). p ':! 



Ukraine brought their respective constitutions into conformity with the federal 

constitution; there were certain structural changes in the constitution of 

Turkmen and Uzbek republics. 

The 1936 (Stalin) Constitution of the USSR: 

In February l 935, the primary session of the control committee of the 

CPSU instructed Molotov to lay proposal for the new constitution before the 

seventh 

(a). Democratization of the electoral system by changing the constitutional 

structure fi·orn unequal suffrage to equal suffrage and replacement of indirect 

elections thought secret ballot. 

(b) Adding more condensed definition ro the social and economic structure of 

the constitution by bringing it into close conformity with the prevailing co

ordination between class forces in the USSR. 

(c) To entrust the central executive committee of the USSR with power to elect 

constitution commission, which will subsequently be asked to draw up an 

amended text of the constitutions in accordance with the principle, mentioned 

under clause - l and to place it for an acceptance in sessions the central 

executive cornmiilee or the USSR'i 

(d) To hold the future elections to the various organs of the soviet government 

in the USSR on the basis of the new electoral system. 

The 1936 constitution contained two important points of distinction from the 

earlier one, 
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1. The socio economic basis of the state was defined by the constitution, 

which reflected in the establishment of socialist society in the USSR. 

And second, it provided broader institutions in the constitution: 

II. Universal suffrage replaced a system of restricted suffrage: 

Ill. Direct elections replaced the earlier system of indirect elections. 

IV. Bi cameral Supreme Soviet replaced the old congress of soviets of 

the USSR: 

V The constitution included an elaborated and expended statement of 

democratic rights. 

VI The constitution contained an open negotiation of the special role of 

the communist party in the government of the Soviet Union. 5 

The 1936 constitution embodied certain elements of parliamentaty 

democracy universal suffrage, direct elections, equal electoral districts and 

guarantees to individual rights, etc. Hovvever, all these were a paper only, and 

not in practice in true sense of parliamentary democracy. 

The Federal Structure of I 936 Constitution 

The second chapter of the constitution deals with the federal structure of 

the USSR. Under Artick 13 or the constitution. the USSR is described as 

"'fl·deraJ Slate" formed Oil the basis or the voluntary UlllOn of fifteen equa[ 

soviet socialist republics .Twemy four (24) clauses of Article 14 described the 

·-·····-··-···-----· --------

' Ibid. ppX I-X2 
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jurisdiction of the umon of soviet socialist Republic, the umon (the central 

Government) had the power to protect the "sovereign rights of the umon 

republics" The constitution provides its own military formations and uniform 

union citizenship. 

Under the 1936 constitution, however, the highest organ of state power 

and ''sole legislative organ" in the USSR was the supreme soviet of the USSR" 

and also provided that eh power to amend the constitutional would be made by 

the decision of the supreme soviet of the USSR, after being adopted by a 

majority of not less than two thirds of the total votes in each of the chamber. 

The supreme soviet was consisting of two chambers (a) the soviet of the union, 

and (b) the soviet of Nationalities, very much resembles the Bi -cameral 

legislature in Bourgeois Democratic countries. 

Th~ 1977 Constitution of the USSR: 

The constitution of 1977 again followed the framework of the 1936 

constitution as well as retained the continuity of the ideas and principles 

incorporated in the 1918 constitution of the RSFSR, and the 1924 and 1936 

COIJstitutions of the USSR. 

The 1977 constitution detained the USSR. As a socialist state of the 

whole people, i.e. workers, peasallts, intelligentsia on the working people of all 

nations and nationalists of the country. 

lt was the first constitution of the sovietS union which stated that USSR 

\V<IS apart of the world system of socialism and developed and strengthened 
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friendship, co- operation, and comradely mutual assistance with other socialist 

countries on the basis for principles of socialist lntemationalism (under Article 

30). 

The Federal Structure of 1977 Constitution: 

The Eighth chapter (part third: state structure other constitution of 1977 

related to the federal nature of the union of soviet. Socialist Republics. The 

new constitution defines the USSR as "an integral, federal multi national state 

formed on the principles of socialist federalism as the result of the free self

determination of nations and their voluntary association of equal soviet 

socialist republics. The I 036 constitution simple proclaimed it as a voluntary 

union or equal soviet socialist republics and no emphasis was given to the 

socialist character of the soviet Federation,. But the new constitution contained 

a reference to the sovereign character of a Union Republic. In this context it is 

important to note that the conventional theory of sovereignty needed to be 

modified in the case of federal system of the USSR. Therefore, the Soviet 

Union \Vas not merely a sovereign state, but a union of sovereign states known 

as union Republics .the constitution also provided uniform citizenship. 

In most federation, foreign relations were the responsibility of the 

ceiilral government. But in this connection the complete of soviet federation 

was unique because the 1944 constitutional amendment provided the right to 

the union republics to enter into relations with foreign states, conclude treaties 

with them. Exchange diplomatic and consular representatives, and take part in 



work of international organizations .However, the union republics had lost their 

own military formations (Article and 18 or the 1936 constitution of the USSR.) 

The Union Republic retained their sovereignty in the form of right to 

secede from voluntary union of the USSR, The sovereignty of a union republic 

was guaranteed by the permission of the constitution of USSR. Under which 

the territory of union of republic could not be altered without its consent while 

the boundaries between union republics might be altered by mutual agreement 

of the republics concerned. subject to the notification by the USSR. The new 

constitution not only accorded sovereign rights to the union Republic, but also 

pmvided them new right aimed at enhancing their role, while included the right 

to take part in decision making in the USSR Supreme Soviet, and the right to 

submit proposals concerning of the holdings of nation wide discussion on bills 

and other important matters in the of the state role of the USSR. 

The constitution guaranteed the rights of a union republics rested in their 

right to have their own constitutions, conforming to the constitution of the 

USSR, which their specific features being taken into account to ensure 

comprehensive, economic and social development on their respective 

terri tones 

Article -73 of the constitution was also ensured in the 1997 constitution 

that outside the spheres listed in the article of the USSR. The union republic 

Celli cxer(ise independent authority in its territory. That means in case of 

C01Jt1ict bl'tween the union law and the union republic law, the law of the 

USSR will prevail. 
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The 1997 constitution in particular was mere unitary rather than federal 

and it stood for a centralized, rather than decentralized institutional structures. 

As per as the matter of the basic policy is concerned it was the union and not 

the republic or the region that had the final and decisive say. 

POLITICAL SYSTEM IN PRE-INDEPENDENCE CENTRAL ASIA 

Central Asia is known as the pivot of Asia. It is completely isolated 

from the sea and its influence. The very term Central Asia suggests that it is the 

heart land of the continent. The five Republics of the former soviet Union, 

namely Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan. Uzbekistan , Tajikistan and Turkmenistan are 

spread over a vast territory extending from Eastern Siberia in the Nmth to 

Afghanistan and Iran in the south from the banks of the Volga and the Caspian 

sea in the West to China in the east. 

The Central Asian Regions were ruled by the communist ideology for 

more than 70 years. Prior to the Russians coming to the region , it had its some 

native culture and institutions. But in the course of time Soviet attacked over 

the native culture and age-old customs and traditions by introducing political 

development and modernization of their own culture and society. The 

commu11ist leadership which has sought to transform them by introducing 

assimilati vc policies vvhich are known as Soviet model of modernization or 

the Marxist- Leninist model of modernization or Marxist- Leninist model of 

social change Along with this the Gorvachev policy reforms known as 
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Perestroika (restructuring) and Glasnost (openness) had brought radical socio-

political systems in the Central Asia 

POLITICAL SYSTEM IN CONTEMPORARY CENTRAL ASIA 

The disintegration of the Soviet Union towards the end of 1991 resulted 

in tltc entcrgence of five independent Central Asian Republics (CARs). In the 

initial years of independence CARs faced some fmmidable challenges. One 

ma_1or challenge was to establish democratic political system and market 

economy, political stability and economic autonomy depended on gradual 

distancing away from dependence on Russia. All the states have to find ways of 

unifying ethically and politically divided societies in which the loyalty to 

regional, tribal or family groups still survive . 

.t\11 the Central Asian states adopted different political systems. 

Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan opted for authoritarian rule, seen as essential in 

the transition process to achieve internal stability. Kazakhstan to a lesser degree 

and Kyrgyzstan, to a greater extent opted for more pluralistic forms of political 

system. (J 

Arter getting independence from Soviet Union, all the Central Asian 

states adopted ne\v constitutions To a large extent three constitutions have 

been inl1uenced by the Russian constitution. For example all states have opted 

for presidential form of government. The power structure of these states is 

,. l'lillull3;tcbll. ·Etllcrgutg Slstcttt ttl Cclltr:tl Asi;t ttt tilL' l'ost So1·ict Period ... /nd1a (hlllrterlv. 10157. 
No.\ Juh -scp 200 I. p 10 I 



based on the principle of 'separation of power'. The presidents are the centre of 

all the powers in all the Central Asian constitutions. 7 

The constitution of all the CARs professes sovereignty, democracy and 

secularism as their underlying principles. The presidents of all the CARs are 

the Head of the states and highest official of their respective republics . .They 

are the head of the supreme executive power and laws of rights and liberties of 

citizens, of national independence, territorial integrity, and the observance of 

the international agreements.x 

·rhe new constitutions of the CARs declare Central Asian states as 

secular states. The people of the region have been guaranteed the right to 

profess and propagate any religion that was not allowed during the soviet 

periods. 

The new constitutions give the social cultural and political rights and 

ci vi I I i benies to the people that were denied during the erstwhile soviet rule. 

There is also the provision in the constitutions of Central Asian states that 

every one has the right to own private properties, right to work, right to health 

protection. right to education, right of social security in case of old age, 

sickness, disability or inability to work, and the right to housing. 9 Though the 

above Inentioned rights are l~u· from the rights and liberties available to the 

Pl1ool B;~tl<ln. no.(,_ p.IOI ··t<.<~~.akltstan Republic Constitution ... NJJS Central Eurasia. No.48-54, 19 
April 199.1 pp_(,X-78: ··Kyrg_II.St<tll republic Constitution·· ./·/3/.\" Central Eurasia. No.99-105. 9 
August I 'J'J:l. pp.X-10 I ... T:Ipkistan lJr:II'l republics Constitution presented ... FBIS: Central Eurasia. 
No 52-5(,_ I X 111:11 199-Lpp.92-IOJ .. Coustitutiou of republics of U;.bekistan ,Tashkent. 8 December 
I 9'J2 . pp 9-Jc,: ""Constllution of Turl·diiCIIIStan. Ashgabal. I X ma\".1992, no. 691-xii.pp 1-19 
'Ibid. No i 
'I !hill No. \ 
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people in developed and democratic countries of the world, but a beginning has 

been made in this regard. 

While the new wave of democratization has swept across many lands, 

the states of Central Asia - Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, 

and Kyrgyzstan -have not yet been inundated with the rising tides. 10 In these 

states the fundamental political institutions have not been substantially altered. 

In all states, presidents, individuals who come from the upper echelons 

of the communist establishments, have gain wide powers to rule by decree with 

the force of constitutional law. Parliaments and courts are weak are routinely 

ignore. The present Central Asian regimes appear at their best as a hybrid 

between authoritarianism and democracy, at their worst as offering a choice 

between stats and totalitarianism. 11 

Central Asian states face immense challenges, and putting immediate 

priority 011 democratization is unrealistic and likely to be counter productive. 

These is states are making progress in building a political community and 

establishing authoritative institution and there is some hope that the economic 

situation will soon began to improved. Only once these challenges have been 

owr collie the condition will become more amenable for democracy. 

Thuugh the constitutions of Central Asian states envisage democratic 

political system, but they grant pmver to the president. Thus the Institutions 

necessary for the growth of healthy democratic political cultures have not been 

1
" P:11d KulJIC(.:k. ··Authoritari:111iSnl in Ccntr:II Asia Curse or CureT. Third World Quarterly, ,·ol 19, 

no I I 'J<JI>. p. 2'.! 
11 

Anna Mat\CCY<I. no. I. p ~I 
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allowed to grow. The institutions which are essential for a democratic political 

system such as separation of powers, independent and powerful judiciary, 

periodic elections, independent media, and professional bureaucracy have not 

been nurtured. 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Until the soviet era none of the five states had any experience of written 

constitution. The constitutional development in Central Asia concentrating 

largely on an area with little tradition of either constitutionalism or democratic 

politics. 

Article -I of the all Central Asian constitutions characterize their political 

system as sovereign, secular, democratic and law based and designates people 

as the sole source of the power of the state. 12 The Uzbek constitution is silent 

on the whether Uzbekistan is an unitary and federal state creates an ambiguous 

situation regarding the status Karakal Pakistan. Article -65 of the Uzbek 

constitution refers to the "sovereign republic of l(araka Pakistan", but that adds 

that this republic is part of Uzbekistan and also stipulates that its laws cannot 

contradict those at Uzbekistan. The Uzbek constitution also states that Karakal 

Pakistan has the right to secede from Uzbekistan following a general 

referendum. 

The governmental system of all Central Asian countries is republican 

and closer tom a !)residential rather than Parliamentary system. All the 

1 c Hunter Slurcn . ··cemra! .lsiu .1ince JndeJ!endence ··. (Washington DC The Centre for Strategic and 
lntcruational Studics).llJ%ppiO--+ I 
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constitutions incorporates the principles of the separation of power among the 

three branches of the government and the principles of division of state power 

into executive , legislative and judicial branches. The President is the head of 

the executive branch and is elected for five years buy universal adult suffrage. 

Similarly Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Tajikistan have unicameral legislature. 

In 1995 President Nazarbaev wanted Kazakhstan to restructure its legislative 

and bicameral legislature through the constitution of Article -50( 1 ). The 

Turk1nen legislature defines simple categorization but it is closer to a bicameral 

system. Kyrgyzstan initially had a unicameral legislature and largest number of 

representative of total 323 delegates. But in 1994, President Akayav reduced to 

100. 

Til~ Central Asian countries' judiciary system consists of a number of 

courts like constitutional court, the lower courts and the office of the 

Prosecutor General. But the revised constitution however merely states that 

judicial authority shall be exercised by means of constitutional, civil, criminal, 

administrative and other forms of judicial procedures and adopted by law. 

Tile republic's constitution include sections on individuals, civil and 

political rights and guaramees their socio- economic rights, such as right to 

work and access ro health care, education and hosing and vacations. These 

remnants of the socialist era were included partly to assuage the populations' 

fears that economic safety nets, it also guarantees equal rights freedoms for 

their citi1.cns irrespective or race, nationality. religion, sex, language or social 

ongm. 
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But they differ in treating the question of language and citizenships. In 

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan have used their own 

language as their official language, where as Russian is used as inter ethnic 

communication as the Russians are minority in this regions. But the Uzbek 

constitution stresses that the country's official language is Uzbek, but does not 

refer to 111inority languages particular by the rights of substantial number of 

Tajik speakers. 

POLITICAL PARTIES 

Democratic values are associated with the presence of party based 

politics, various freedoms of belief expression and organization allied to a rule 

of lmv vvhich ensures safeguards against arbitrary use of power by the state of 

any other group or individual. 13 

The appearance of these new democratic elements i.e. political parties in 

the political system of Central Asia republics was initiated by alternative 

groups and movements that carne up during the middle of 1988. The majority 

or these parties and interest groups do not have very large membership. 

In the Soviet era the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) was 

the only political organization which was permitted to exist. After the 

independence of the Central Asian republics, the political systems that have 

emerged in the region can be characterized as secular authoritarianism. 14 The 

trend towards authoritarianism has meant strict state control over the political 

11 IJuugl<ts S;tlttnarltc_ --ci,·II Socicl\ and Sustaittablc Dc,·clopmeill in Central Asia .. _ Central Asian 
Slli'\C\. \lll 15_ 110 :1-~- I<JW,_ p 1lJI 
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process. Four of the five central Asian republics have banned political patties 

or groups of nationalist of Islamic character, 

Now it is clear that like many other former communist countries, the 

Central Asian politician and also reg1me along with many institution, 

procedures and attitudes. Gorbachev's well publicized policy of glasnost has 

opened the door for political pluralism in central Asian republics. During the 

Gorbachcv period, the central Asian republics witnessed the birth of a 

·'multiplicity of political parties with a wide range of ideological predilections 

and strategic objectives". 15 Some of the parties in the Central Asian region 

have been organized on ethnic and inter-republican line, incorporating the ideal 

or pan-Turkisrn, such as the Turkistan party in Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, 

and Erk (freedom) of Uzbekistan. 1
(' Others were founded on a single issue, such 

as Ashar of Kyrgyzstan, which has been advocating large scale land 

distribution. Some others are concerned with the substance and method of 

government. The Islamic as well as the democratic parties belong to this latter 

category of political parties that have great potential of influencing the future 

course of action in the republics. 

There arc three types of political parties in the Central Asian regions 

i) Ruling parties 

The Republic of Kazakhstan is present!)' ruled by "The People's Unity 

Party or Kazakhstan''. Its objective is to establish a democratic society with a 

1
' l)ltool Ba(Lill. 110 (,_ p. 10.5. 

1
' fV!cltardad llagllayeglll. ··Islaillic Rc\ i\ai!Sill iu the Ceutral Asiau Republics". Central .:I sian Sun'ey. 

vol. l J. no. 2. llJlJ-L p. 2.5J. 
1 r. Pltool B:l(Lill. no (,_ p. l ()(, 
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sociely oriented market economy, strengthening the real sovereignty of the 

people. 17 In Uzbekistan the ruling party is the "People's Democratic Party". In 

Tajikistan, the "People's Party of Tajikistan' is the ruling party, with 

democracy, secularism; rule of law, and market economy the highly rated 

principles on its agenda. 1
x The Turkmenistan Republic is governed by the 

"Democratic Party of Turkmenistan". ''Social Democratic Party' of Kyrgyzstan 

is a ruling party in that Republic. The party believes in the ideal of democratic 

r d k · d l'J re1orms an mar 'et onente economy. 

ii) Pro-Government Political Parties. 

There are two pro-government political parties m Kazakhstan. First is 

the ··people's Congress of Kazakhstan. The second is the "Republican party of 

Kazakhstan". Ata 1\ileken party in Kyrgyzstan is known as government 

supportive party in the republic. 2uThe party supports the democratic reforms of 

political system and market based economy. 

iii) Independent Political Parties 

iVlajor parties in the republic of Kazakhstan are (a) Democratic Party of 

Kazakhstan, The Socialist Party of Kazakhstan, The Revival of Kazakhstan. 

Tlte major parties in the Republic of Tajikistan are (a) the Islamic renaissance 

party. (b) the aim of the Democratic Party of Tajikistan is to protect the 

I" ;\sksr Zit SitOIII~IIIO\. ··soual ModCntl/~lliOII or Kcii.Ciklt Socictv··. ( 'onlelllpomrv ( .'entral.·1sia. vol. 

I. I 'J'J7 p I ; 
1
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heedom of the people irrespective of their culture, language and religion, i.e. 

complete political, economic and cultural autonomy. 21 

Therefore, opposition parties in the central Asian regwn have 

represented sectional interests and strategies to mobilize support and grow. 

There exists very little political freedom in Central Asia. The regional and 

religious parties are banned in Central Asian Republics for example, 

Agzybirlik (Unity party) in the Republic of Turkmenistan and the Islamic 

Revival Party and Adalat Party in Uzbekistan have not been allowed to register 

themsel vts as national panies 22 

Thus, the process of reformation of now parties m Central Asia is not 

yet over. It would, therefore, be premature to talk about a fully developed party 

system. 

INTEREST GROUPS 

For the establishment of political pluralism the presence of the interest 

groups in their various forms is essential. It is well known and a universally 

accepted htct that the interest groups are essential for all activities of political 

parues. ami the political system of and country functions on their suppori. The 

presence ur interest groups in any country strengthens the entire political 

system 

Tile formation of vanous interest groups Ill the regron vanes from 

republic to republic because they are the outcome of each republic's own socio-

-'
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political, national, cultural and regional interest. The interest groups that are 

trying to influence the government of their respective working in the region are 

given below 

A large number of interest groups in the central Asian countries for 

example, 'Azat', 'Jcltekhsan', and 'Alash' are actively operation in the Kazakh 

Republic. Besides, there are some other groups also in the republic, like the 

Akzhailyk Movement, the Women and Law Movement, the Third Society of 

lawyers, etc. Some prominent interest groups which came up in Uzbekistan are; 

lntersoiuz. Samarkand Socity. Khalq Birlik, People's Front and Islamic 

~ . l 1 
uemocrattc party, etc.-

ELECTIONS 

The Central Asian countries have established election commission and 

have introduced periodic dections also in their political systems. In the Central 

Asian countries the president and parliament are to be elected for the terms of 

five years .the elections in the region are conducted by central election 

commtsstmL The constitutions of the Central Asian states advocate free and 

fair elections. But in practice, institutional procedures necessary for free and 

l~1ir electiuns have not been set up. The ruling elites have made electoral rules 

ur laws procedures and practices to suit themselves and perpetuate themselves 

111 power. 

_., llmL p. I II 
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JUDICIARY 

The constirutions of all the central Asian republics have made a 

provision lor an independent Judiciary. Judicial powers are to be exercised by 

the constitution and resolve the disputes between state authorities, and it 

jurisdiction is final judges of all courts are appointed by the president." 24Thus 

all the newly independent countries of central Asia are marked by a weak 

judicial system. This system is a heritage of the former soviet system when the 

public pt"l>secutor held wide powers .the system of public defense, public 

litigation. writ petitions have not been institutionalized The judiciaty as the 

custodian of the constitution ad of democratic and human right still has to 

evolve 

BUREAUCRACY 

Tile central Asian countries had a well established bureaucracy when 

they were constituent of the erstwhile Soviet Union. Their allegiance was to the 

CPSU .The same bureaucracy is continuing in the region but their allegiance 

has been shifted to the party in power because the modernization of the society 

has not taken place in the region and professional bureaucracy has not been 

eslablislh~d. 

ROLE OF MEDIA 

·--··· ··-------- --------- ---
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Gorbachev's Reform policy opened the door of freedom for the media 

(print and electronic both). After the collapse of the erstwhile user, the 

countries of the control Asian region have provided relative freedom to from 

real in practice. However, a welcome initiative has been taken in this direction. 

'Without trying to lay down an exhaustive set of guidelines for achieving 

a democratic ideal, it is possible to identify a few other factors that must be 

taken into account if democratization is to take root in deeply divided societies. 

Ultimately successful democratization is about a commitment to democracy on 

the part or significam section of elites and societies. The factors that are most 

widely held to facilitate such commitments are civil societies, political culture 

and education, political participation, property ownership and the middle class. 

CIVIL SOCIETY 

There is a lack of clarity on what a civil society essentially is and means 

in Central Asia. The broadest definition of civil society combines two aspects: 

its separateness from the state and certain values attributed to it such as 

tolerance and care for the community 25 In soviet times there was a popular 

belief' that because genuine commitments to the alignment of the Soviet states 

and its official ideology, there existed underneath the surface the civil society 

based 011 critical reflection on and alienation from the state. 

The state controlled the public expression of opinion, but it did not 

control the private sphere. As the Soviet states weakened and subsequently 
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collapsed, the people had a chance to take a closer look at what their society 

looked like. In Central Asia the state did not succeed in supplanting all other 

social affiliations, because to extent local languages, traditional values and 

customs acted as a natural barrier. However , it became clear that these consists 

alrnost exclusively of traditional (non-voluntary) groups , such as extended 

families , kingships, associations and religious communities which were not 

designed for playing political roles. It imposed barriers in the way of collective 

action, and prevented voluntary association from taking roots. This checks 

belief in civic responsibility. For example the free oppress where it exists 

(Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan), partly reflects this phenomena and often 

declines into cheap entertainment and political gossip in order to survive 

commercially or has to resort to serving the ruling group. 2(' Any demand for 

analytical journalism is very limited. 

YeL in terms of the moves towards civil society, it is a matter of regret 

that the development of party political platforms is not being allowed to 

develop in a full f1edged manner. There are greater threats to the development 

of the civil society through personality politics. 

POLiTICAL CULTURE AND EDUCATION 

Eveil compared to other CIS states the political culture of Central Asia is 

highly conservati ve 27 The pre-soviet experience is also a poor to modem 

de1nocratic developn1ent. Education also remains an important factor. However 

'( 
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with a gradual exodus of more educated European minorities (traditional pro-

democracy groups) and declining living standards some parents find 

themselves unable to afford to send their children to schools, even the 

educational achievements of the soviet era is declining. This will, in turn 

impede the democratization process. 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

In the Cemral Asian republics themselves, the discourse on 

democratization is centered on the issue of whether direct participation in 

politics is possible or even desirable. ln reality efforts are made by ruling elites 

to wipe out a dividing line between the state and society and expand state 

control as far as possible. voluntary participation in public life, including free 

elections. open media and non violent protests actions, is either restricted or 

subjected to wide spread mal practice and repressive policies aside , 

increasingly hampered by popular apathy and disbelief in politics. 

PEI~FOH.MANCE RECORD 

Taken at face value, the central Asian constitution provides full right 

and freedoms for all their citizens, irrespective of race, religion, ethnicity, sex, 

and political opinion, Many of the laws have clauses that seriously limit 

individual rights and freedoms or that give unreasonable power to the chief 

exccuuvc. enabling it to interfere vvith rhe proper functioning the legislative 

and judicial branches and underminin!..!. their inde!Jendence because of the . ~ ~ 



central Asian countries facing crucial challenges while making states building 

projects. 

Firstly, New power relations had to be constructed part of the soviet 

system was the empty shells of political institutions structures of autonomy 

inherited from soviet federalism. in which a fayade of republicans and local 

bodies in l~lct functioned as implementation agencies for decisions made at the 

center. Local autonomy was further suppressed by the authority of an all union 

economic nomenclature in the republics .The challenge was to fill these fmmal 

structures with real povver. The restrictive effects of the vacuum were 

demonstrated by developments in Tajikistan after independence, resulting in a 

civil vvar, vvhich had major impacts on politicians elsewhere in the region. The 

immediate necessity was to secure the channels through which power could be 

exercised from to bottom. Because of the ways in which the five central Asian 

republics were originally created by Moscow the validity of relations between 

those at the bottom could easily be caused in to question, as fundamental 

divisions persisted over the identity of the new nations and ever over their very 

existcncc. 2 ~ This uncertainty brought about the challenge ofnation building. 

Secondly, A lack of clarity about \Vhat "nationhood' essentially 

consisted of was complicated by the presence of minorities. The states 

leadership were faced with a tension between predominantly civic or ethnic 

slate orieiltations and the issue or what place the minorities would occupy in 
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the new societies., None of the central Asian states is mono ethnic, and 

nowhere does the titular nationality constitute and overwhelming majority. 

Each state incorporates distinct minority groups. For example, European 

(pr<::dominantly slavic) settlers. Oiaspora minorities indigenous to the area 

.These groups were confronted with choices between accommodation to the 

hast society, assimilation and emigration,. Emigration became the most viable 

option for minorities with relatively prosperous kin states outside the CIS, and 

there exodus looks likely to result in the disappearance if their central Asian 

communities. Accommodation was only pattially possible, as in an era of 

nation building titular nationality frequently regarded minorities with 

suspicion, Minorities loyalties to the new established states was often troubled, 

especially when they lived in boarder areas abutting on their kin states .And 

their numbers have in many cases been deprived of positions of power, 

A third and potently major challenge was fragmentation along regional, 

tribal or clan lines. Stark division persists within the titular nationalities 

themselves and sub ethnic identities remain very strong some times regional 

affiliations can even cross ethnic lines. It is evident, during the soviet period, 

their signiticance as a basis for political mobilization social supp0011 and 

especially for elite relations has dramatically increased, Whether national 

identities can be fostere4d out of narrow clan loyalties of whether, as the 

example of'Ta_jikistan suggests. such divisions virtually preclude the emergence 

_., Sluri11 !\k111cr. .. Co11ll1ct St<ibdit\ am! U-:n;lop111Cnt in Central As~a··. in Luc Vand Goor. Kumar 
Rupc Slllglic ;111d P;nd Scironc. (cds). /1e/11·r.:en !.>ei'e/opiJleni mu//)esiruclion (NC\\}Ork. 
M;!CIIlili;l!l.i'J'XJ).p 2.57 
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if a political community, remains a formidable obstacle in building coherent 

nation stares. 

Fourthly, the prospects for quick economic readjustment were uncettain, 

while welfare provisions and often even immediate subsistence levels were put 

in jeopardy, Most of the previous development of related to various heavy 

industrial projects, was viable only given the all union system of division of lab 

our. Its mineral wealth was largely underdeveloped, since similar wealth were 

more easily extracted elsewhere in the USSR at paces nearer to the markets .As 

a result, vast resources generated only a small proportion of their potential 

profits, while the prospects for short term operation of the economy looked 

bleak, more over the monetary policies in Moscow, Consequently the first 

years after independence were dominated by attempts at market reforms the 

need ro sustain basic goods and services and arrest industrial decline, the search 

for capital investment between the republics and readjustment to each other's 

adjustment processes. 

Finally the fear of foreign, especially Russian, domination partly 

explained rhe attitudes to Russian minorities, which were suspected of action as 

a fifth column in working towards restoration of the USSR, Kazakhstan was 

particularly vulnerable to irredentist moves it supported by Russian military 

and anxieties of this kind were indeed raised by Russian and Uzbek 

interrelation in the civil war in 1992, which turned the latter into what Barnett 

Rubin calls ·a Russian sponsored garrison state" Moreover Russian gradually 

acquired a role or co111pctitor in relation to central Asian rather than conqueror, 



its involuntary disengagement' fi·om the regwn followed turkey and Iran, 

regarded as maJor aspirants for influence eager to Impose their respective 

models of secularism of Islamic governance made no decisive efforts at taking 

over the Russian mantle in central Asia, lacking both the means and any 

substantial commitment to the area. 2
<J 

POLICY RESPONSES. 

Faced with similar sets of concerns, of concerns central Asian 

leaderships exercised different policy responses. These responses, which 

shaped the state building projects and laid the foundations of the new states, 

were characterized by the following key elements. 

I. Maintenance of Social Stability and A voidance of Open Conflict. 

This objective on the part of the leaders and major political actors 

supporting them influenced the means through which they exercised power. 

Initially most of the leaders represented a continuation if the previous party of 

po,.ver's attractive to the population at large in part because of they perceived 

ability to preserve inrer ethnic peace, were backed by minorities and by those 

with in titular nationalities apprehensive of the rise of ethnic .nationalism. The 

president of Kyrgyzstan, Askar !\kaev. the only nomenclature leader, who 

carne into prominence as a champion of inter ethnic accord following his peace 

m<tking interrelation on the clashes between Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in Osh region, 

''J 
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In their constitutional arrangements all the states opted for presidential 

republics with strong formal powers vested in the presidency .the initial goal of 

the leaderships was to secure a position of power for themselves and their 

immediate entourage, preferably by peaceful means once this achieved, 

through elections of widely varying democratic credentials, the road to 

consolidation of power as opened up. The key steps in this direction were 

restricting or sidelining the opposition, ensuring the compliance of national 

parliaments, creating new allegiances through distributing favours. 

As opposition in the capital (with the exception of Tajikistan) was either 

marginalized tn (Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan) or eliminated 111 

(Uzbekislan)and Turkmenistan).apolitical challenge to the system IS more 

likely to emerge from the regions. led by ambitious provincial leaders who may 

rise to prominence, Center periphery power relationships care for the most 

pOart exercised in portion -client fashion, 

II. Usc of E.conomic Means for Political E.nds 

The interplay between polllics and economic development presented the 

regimes with many opportunities, for instance ,The chosen path of economic 

restructuring was to put most hope in the country's hydrocarbon resources, 

\Vhile leaving the reiiiiJants of so\'iet industrial might to die of natural causes, 

this orieiitation also helped to diminish the political significance of the former 

soviet economic nomenclature in the republic, thereby depriving the 

K;t;.akhstani Russians, concentrated in the north, of their privileged position, 
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and severely undermining the status of their elite, which was desired from its 

former industrial role. 

Control over the valuable assets disturbing during the privatization 

process enabled the new leaders to secure the personal loyalties of a closed 

network of supporters and opened up opportunities for corruption on an 

unprecedented scale, Econom1c liberalization (where it took place)and 

absolution of restriction on trade in valuable commodities created a gigantic 

car boot sale of everything, which could be sold quickly, and preferable for 

hard currency .The oligarchy \Vho emerged out of these processes, with 

powerful vested interests and the many to protect them , gained the new 

prominence in the shadovv of formal political institutions. 

Ill. New Ideologies Based On State Nationalisnv. 

An orientation towards a predomination civic concept of nationality 

prevailed Ill the early period of independence and is still reflected in 

constitutional arrangements (All residents. For example, were granted 

citizenship and guaranteed equal statusO however, drift towards an ethnic bias 

became more apparent as time passed state centric nationalism, based on 

promotion or the dominant ethnic group as defining element of the new 

societies. required construction of these imagined communities from above. 

Ideologies incorporation myths of a golden Age, moral virtues, cultural 

traditions and promotion of local heroes to service the requirements of nation 

buildillg broadly followed the soviet pattern or ideological design and generally 
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demonstrated the familiar lack of subtlety, in July 1998 resolution of the 

president of Uzbekistan on measures for further deepening of refmms in the 

sphere of spirituality and education and increasing in its effectiveness, repeats 

the complaint of slowness in formation of ideology of national independence: 

suggesting that more younger people need to be attracted to the enterprise with 

moderil notions of national and human values .In reality, the enhanced status of 

the titular ethnic groups came about to only a verb small degree because of the 

new national ideologies which left many indifferent, or the imposed use of state 

languages. as language ,as language laws had few resources to supplement their 

complementarion, and minorities were not forced to communicate in them, 

lv. lntern~tional Control Operation, Regional Security and Prevention of 

Irredentism. 

The removal of ideology from. and diversification of extemal relations by are 

the states. irrespective of their domestic policies. marked clear depmture from 

the soviet era, when the internal and internal policies of the regions were 

intimately interlinked, the desire to co -operate with the west, however, was 

determined in large part by the need to secure financial assistance and 

investment in order to develop the natural resources like (Kyrgyzstan in 1993 ). 

i\s rar as secessionism is concerned, all the republics, leaders had on 

interest in resection any such pressure on the part of groups linked to majorities 

in neighboring states. and all '";ere keen to stress that support by a neighboring 
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regwns for any such group could lead to greater general instability or to join 

their kin stat, 

Apart from this, all the central Asian countries revised their constitution 

and gave the president immense power in his hands .They thought that these 

authoritarian regimes serve a purpose, perhaps a purpose, perhaps as a half way 

house to democracy as a guarantor of social order, or even as the best means to 

push ahead with needed economic and social refmm, Certainly, there are 

justifications for arguing that establishing centralized authority, even by 

authoritarian means ,is the prerequisite for any type of political of economic 

development Echoing ''John Stuart mill'', that it is next to impossible to 

establish a democracy in a multiethnic of multilingual society and would there 

fore justify authoritarianism as a means to ensure that there is no fmther 

vioknce. 

Now democratization process in all the five republics is given below. 

KAZAKHSTAN 

Guillermo O'Donnell's concept of 'delegative democracy' is rightly 

applicable to the dynamics of political developments in post Soviet 

I ~ I I Ju A I I . I . I I . I h c I '-.aza.;. Is tan. ( e cgat1ve ( ernocracy IS t 1e one \V 11c 1 meets t e 10nna 

requirements of democracy but whose actual practice resembles that of an 

authoritarian state. It is grounded on a basic premise that the elected president 

is L:ntitlcd to govern the country as his sees it fit, with little or no regard to other 

'" (; 0 Do1111dL "Dclcgali\'C DcutocraC\·", .Journal n{/Je/1/ucracv. ,·oL5. no I. 1004. p 55 
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institutions that may try to check or limit his powers. Typically, presidents' 

delegative democracies present themselves above all patties and politics, as 

saviors ol the nation. O'Donnell argues that historical inexperience with 

democracy and an acute socio-econormc cns1s provides the cultural and 

institutional context, as well as a pragmatic need that contributes to the 

emergence of delegative democracies. Both of these can be found in 

Kazakhstan, as well as in other republics of the region. 

In Kazakhstan president Nursultan Nazarbayev has attempted to 

construct an aura of democratic legitimacy while at the same time acquiring the 

machinery of a presidential dictatorship. As a former head of the republics 

communist party, Nazarbyev was elected chairman of the Kazakhstan's 

Supreme Soviet in February 1990, and after the disintegration of the Soviet 

Union, he was elected (without opposition) as the president of the countty in 

1991. In April 1995_ he extended his term to the year 2000 in a referendum 

with the support of 91% or the voters. 11 

In Kazakhstan, one finds all the norms that are associated with the 

democracy i.e., basic democratic rights such as freedom of speech, freedom of 

press_ freedom or political activity and free and fair elections have been 

regularly abrogated. In fitct, in !VIarch 1995, the parliament was dissolved 

because of the constitutional court found too many electoral irregularities. In 

accordance \vith a new constitution approved by voters in August 1995, the 

presldCIJt has now ihe power to appoint all ministers (except the prime 

--- ···-··--"----···"------- ---
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minister) without parliament's assent and can dissolved the parliament in case 

or 'severe disagreements' and issue decrees with the force of law. In addition, 

the president's 'honour and dignity' were declared 'sacrosanct'; this gives 

Nazarbyev legal basis for persecution against many of his opponents. The 

constitutional coun was also eliminated in favour of a constitutional council, 

whose decisions are subjected to presidential veto. Nazarbyev's supporters 

dominated the new parliament, elected in December 1995 and it is likely to 

remain loyal and faithful to the ruling regime. 12 

President Nazarbyev has suppressed the emergence of strong opposition 

part1es. Particularly the president has singled out nationalist or separatist 

groups, finding them guilty of violating constitutional provision prohibiting 

groups that anempt to promote ·social, racial, national, religious, and class or 

tribal discord'. Prominent targets of the president have been Kazakh nationalist 

party Almh and the movemelll Zhr.:ll<xfsun which actively encouraged Russian 

emigration. Both of these have been banned. Leaders of opposition have been 

jailed and subjected to beatings. 

Given the outburst or ethnic cleavages, the democratic and political 

liberalization would cause so much political mobilization on ethnic groups and 

that would promote more ethnic rivalism in a country like Kazakhstan. 33 

KYRGYZSTAN: 

'-" Ibid .. p.5 
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Kyrgyzstan has got a better democratic record then any other country in 

the region. The former vice-president of U.S, AI Gore, described Kyrgyzstan as 

a 'bulwark of democracy in the regiond4
. Under the stewardship of president 

Askar Akayev, Kyrgyzstan has established itself a reputation for democratic, 

political liberalization. After being selected as the president by the Supreme 

Soviet in the autumn of 1990, he won a popular election the following year, 

running unopposed but without apparent genuine popular support. He fought 

the election again in January 1994 winning an extension of his term to Oct. 

In the aftermath of president Akayev's advent to the office, the economy 

started deteriorating and opposition grew considerable from the vested interests 

of the old nomenklatura and Kyrgyz nationalists. Owning to this situation, the 

democratic progress or the country has been disturbed. After being increasingly 

frustrated with parliament's intransigence, Akayev engineered the dissolution 

of the legislature in September 1994, calling it an 'outdated Soviet relic'. The 

parliamentary dissolution was soon followed by other moves i.e., constitutional 

amendments were passed to augment Akayev's powers. These powers include 

the powers of appointment vvith minimal parliamentary power, greater veto 

power to the president and right to disband the parliament is also vested with 

the president35 Nevertheless, the democratic record of Kyrgyzstan has been far 

bcller tha11 other central Asian republics. 

; I u I':IIJIII~'I. "Tile Sliriiikii!g Slimes oi' Ccntr<II Asi<J 's lsi<Jild or Democracy''. '//·ansi/ion. vol2. no. 7, 
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TURKMENISTAN 

The president Sapramurad Niyazov was appointed as the first secretary 

of the Turkmen Communist party in the late 1985. Though, he was appointed 

by Gorbachev to clean up ·rurkmenistan, Niyazov moved quickly to 

consolidate his own control over the republic. As the Soviet Union collapsed in 

199 I in which 94.1% of the population gave him their backing. 36 The 

constitution of Turkmenistan republic was adopted on 18 may 1992.37 During 

the transition process the state leadership under Niyazov acquired more 

authoritarian presidential form in nature. The republic's constitution provides 

for extensive powers to the president. President Niyazov subordinated all the 

delllocratic institutions, i.e. parliament and other bodies to the president's 

office and cornpletely turned parliament as a puppet in his hands. The new 

constitution of the republic gives the people socio, political, cultural rights and 

civil liberties, which were denied during the Soviet period. The above-

mentioned rights and liberties are far from the rights and liberties available to 

the people in developed and democratic countries of the world. Nevertheless, a 

beginning has been made in this regard. 

On the June 1992. after a short ·election campaign' Niyazov was elected 

as president with 99.5% of the vote. Following the election, the personality cult 

1
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surrounding him started growmg. He was increasingly referred as 

'f'urktnenhushi (leader of the Turkmen people). This title was aimed at the 

indigenous population and expected to invoke popular awe and loyalty. The 

Moscow press compared Niyazov's growing personality cult with that of 

Brezhnev in the late 1970's. This personality cult continued as parliament 

decide to officially declare him Furkmenhashi in October 1993, and declared 

his birthday as public holiday, with the depiction of his face on the new 

currency introduced in the November 1993 and the Caspian port town of 

Krasnovodsk was held on granting him a second term of office without having 

to fresh elections in 1997 as the constitution required 3 x 

TAJIKISTAN 

The disintegration of the Soviet Union led to the emergence of 

independent Tajikistan on 9 September 1991. The newly born Tajikistan has 

been marked by the absence of civil society, nascent political and democratic 

process and the growing political instability3
'). 

Independent Tajikistan is not a democratic count1y. Its political and 

democratic processes are still in a nascent stage. The Communist Party of 

Tajikistan does not enjoy a monopoly of pmver and the political system in the 

republic is a replica of old soviet order, because only a few people dominate 

the system and they still use methods, ranging from control of the mass media 

to the imprisonment or killing or opponents that were highly developed in the 

IX IJJili. j).)ll 
1 ~ ll;liTi;.ullalt Entadi ... State. Ideology and Islamic Resurgence in Tajikistan ... Central /lswn ,)'url'ey 
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soviet era. Despite the constitutional guarantees, the human rights, civil, 

political liberties of the citizens are not protected in Tajikistan. The presidential 

and legislative elections were held in November 1994, and February- March 

1995 respectively, but these were neither free nor fair. Till today the 

communist party of Tajikistan remains the single largest party in the country.40 

UZBEKISTAN 

Uzbekistan's independence was not accompanied by a wholesale 

transformation of republic's political structure. Islam Karimov, first secretary 

of the communist party, was elected president vvith 86% of the votes m 

December 19~91 elections. According to Uzbekistan's new constitution of 

I 992_ the oily rna;lt. rhe parliament will be the ultimate source of power. 41 But 

it has remained a rubber stamp as the president has accumulated all the powers 

in his hands. 'The activities of various opposition groups i.e. democratic, 

religious and ethnic have been circumscribed and many organizations have out 

rightly been prohibited or pushed back to underground. 

The dominant theme post soviet political development in Uzbekistan has 

been the emergence of an authoritarian presidential system. 42 The president 

Karimov lias the power to is sue presidential decrees with the force of law, in 

tum circumventing the other branches of government and there is hardly any 

checks and balances 011 his powers. The president appoints regional govemors 

"' i'vlttrncl ;\tkill. "TI111:trtcd DclllOcr:!li;:!lioll i11 T:tjikist:llt··. 111 Karen D:misha a11d Bruce Parrott 
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(hukint.\) and regularly shutl1es them to prevent any individual from acquiring a 

power base to challenge his authority. With the power of appointment and as 

leader of the People's Democratic Party (PDP), the president is in an easy 

position to dominate parliament, \Vhich is composed mainly of PDP members 

and local government officials. In !VI arch 1995, he extended his term to the year 

2000 in a referendum which he \VOn in a Soviet style, with 98% of the vote. 

Before the votes were officially counted, Uzbek radio claimed the entire nation 

had ·unanimously' voted in favor of the president. 

Opposition parLies are technically allowed, but this is done only to create 

a veneer of democracy. Those parties that are allowed to function such as the 

Motherland Party all openly support the PDP of the president and are in fact 

little more than the extension of the ruling party. Meanwhile, true opposition 

parties and groups are hampered by government restrictions. They include 

dc111ocratic movements such a:; !:"rk (Will) and Hirlik (Unity), whose leaders 

ha vc been beaten by 'unknown assailants' and eventually forced into exile 

abroad. In 1993, these groups were finally banned on charges of conspiracy to 

overthrow the government and their adherents are still jailed for defaming the 

honour of the president Karimov. 

Karimov justifies such undemocratic policies by pointing to the 

experience of neighbouring Tajikistan where a civil war continues among the 

former communists, nationalists, democrats and 

lslamists. 1
' By suppressing the political dissident groups, Karimov has 

13 !\llclrc\\ 1:· !Vl:trclt. ··Titc usc a11d :tbusc of" I Iiston·· . National ldcologv· as Transcendental object in 
lsLttlll<.artlllU\ "s "illcuiu~\· or NaliOII<tl lttd-:pcndcucc" ( "erl/ru/.lsian .'iurve\". \Ol. 21.no.4. 2002. p . .173 
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promoted a ·cult of stability' by claiming that his rule, even if considered harsh 

by some, is the only way to ensure and inter ethnic harmony in the country. 

The parliament of Uzbekistan on 5 April 2002, extended president Islam 

Karimov's term of office from five to seven years. lt means he will remain in 

office at least till 2008. The question of extending islam Karimov's term as 

president was put to a vote in a referendum held on 27 Jan 2002. An 

overwhelming majority of the public (about 90%) voted in favor of having the 

pn:sident govern the country for seven years instead of five. The parliament on 

5 April 2002 turned the referendum results into a law 44 Presently Karimov has 

no real competitors inside the country. Opposition outside its borders is 

represented by the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, which is listed by the US 

stale department as a terrorist organization and is, therefore, unlikely to play a 

signilicant role in national life. Moreover in the wake of the January 

referendum, some amendments are supposed to be made in the constitution. 

Presently Karimov is in his second term, the constitution does not allow a 

candidate for a third term but rhe constitution is likely to be amended to 

accommodate Karimov for his third term as the president of Uzbekistan. 45 This 

is a clear manifestation of president's undemocratic and authoritarian tendency. 

11 
··tsl;iltl l'-;1ri1110\ places great trust on U!.bckistan··. f.."onuner.,asnt. (, April 2002. Current /)igesl of 

th<' /'ost Su1t<:t l'rns. \OI 5-I. nol-1.(2002). p 17 .. . 
1
' llllli. p. I I 
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CHAPTER-4 

CONCLUSION 



CONCLUSION 

Economic globalization has brought with it considerable prosperity, 

spread f~iirly broadly around the globe. It is certainly not everything it 

staunchest proponents have envisioned. There are many places around the 

globe with horrendous poverty and endemic corTuption. In this sense 

globalization has not necessarily eliminated the barriers and imperfections that 

plague many countries. Markets are still messy. But at the same time, with the 

major general exception of Africa, many, many people around the world have 

benefited from the expansion of economic activity and commerce in the last 

five and especially the last two decades. At the same time, while progress has 

been made in terms of democratization, the world is still plagued by corTuption 

and authoritarian regimes. Progress in this regard has been slower than might 

ha VL' been en visioned. 

So many globalization forces like lMF, World Bank, OSCE, 

international NGOs, and countries like the USA etc. are putting pressure on 

these countries to practice the democratic norms in the governance and to enter 

the Inainstream democratic vvorld. But every good thing to happen takes time 

and it is said tllat waiting with patience and endeavor yields good results. 

Overall, the repercussion of decline in inter-Republics trade, disruption 

in paymL'IIL systems, liberalization in prices, currency reforms and reduction in 

subsides, have been devastating for the CAR economies, as becomes evident. 
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This has led to a significant all in living standards and increased social and 

economic tensions in all the Republics. 

Although economic decline in Central Asia is evident, there are serious 

shortcomings in the data, which apply to all transitional economies. While 

under central planning, the output of state enterprises was always exaggerated; 

during transition, the output of the private sector is underreported. Still, the fact 

remains that these economies have not contracted drastically. Despite that, 

recorded unemployment in the region is very low. The growing private sector 

must have generated employment. But it shows that a large-scale industrial 

restructuring is still due in Central Asia. 

Although all the Cemral Asian Republics are trying to diversify trade 

links and have become members of the Economic Cooperation Organization 

(ECO), they are increasingly realizing the political and economic importance of 

Russia, both as an input supplier and as a market. The prospects of a retum of 

growth in Russia have also generated nevv interest in improved regional and 

ecoJIOIIIIC tics. Kazakhstan joined the customs union that already existed 

between Russia and Belarus. The Kyrgyz Government has also fmmally 

applied for JOining the trilateral Belarus- Russia- Kazakhstan customs union. 

Further, in April 1994, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan signed an 

agreemem for the creation or an Integrated Economic Area. This plan 

envisages the implementation of sixty joint proJects covering nine sectors in 

these tl1ree economies. A Central Asian 13ank for Cooperation has also been 

established. 
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Apart from the fuel and energy sector, the numbers of foreign 

investments and joint ventures in the CAR economies have remained 

insignificant. According to S. D. Primbetov, Chairman of the Executive 

Committee of the Inter State Council of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and 

Uzbekistan, the reasons for the weak inflow of foreign capital have been 

ecutiOLHic instability, chaos in decision making procedures and inconsistent 

legislation, frequent changes in the financial conditions for production (tax, 

prices), retnoteness of markets, and weak communication networks. 

\Vorld Bank studies have also prepared a liberalization index of 

transitional economies to represent the duration as well as intensity of reforms 

for the 1989-94 periods. In this index, 30 per cent weightage is given to internal 

market liberalization and another 40 per cent to privatization of small and large 

scale enterpnses and banking reforms. According to these studies, Central 

Asian economies are far behind other transitional economies. Within the 

Cet1tral /\sian region, Kyrgyzstan is a frontrunner. followed by Kazakhstan, 

Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Turkmenistan is the least liberalized economy in 

Ce11tral Asia. A close relationship between economic liberalization and 

political reform has also been found by these studies. Reforms have been slow 

in countries where former leaders have held power continuously. 

In addition, all Central !\sian states have to build national institutions 

and create national policies in all areas. As regards economic reforms all the 

five republics have done much to create legislative bases for market economy. 

All of th~:.·tn have introduced stabilization policies and structural reforms in 
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their economics. They have liberalized their international trade partially and are 

also committed to privatizing their economics substation ally. But compare to 

central and Eastern Europe and Russia, the process of economic transformation 

in Central Asia is still at an early stage. Within Central Asia, Kyrgyzstan and 

Kazakhstan have made good beginnings. But there are many unfinished tasks 

in Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, which must be completed for 

meaningful economic change. 

For the point of view of depth of systemic transformations, all Central 

Asian Republics can be subdivided into the following categories: more active 

reforms have taken place in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhsmn. lf the terminology in 

vogue is used, these countries have opted for the path of "shock therapy", more 

or less silllilar to the Russian path. Uzbekistan and particularly, Turkmenistan 

have chosen a more conservative model of gradual transition to market 

relations \Vith great relative weight of state property and state regulation of the 

economy. Tajikistan belongs w a special category on account of the 

peculiarities of the internal political situation. But even in this country systemic 

transformations have been carried out. 

In htct, every republic has its own peculiarities in character and pace of 

systemic reforms. Not only had tile countries differed, but also the different 

periods cl1usen in each country. On the whole, from about 1995, one can notice 

certain closeness bct\·Veen the countries divided above into two groups. One the 

one hand. Uzbekistan and Turklllenistan began ro implement more actively 

measures in the sphere of privatization of state property, reduction of control of 
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prices and liberalization of foreign and internal trade. On the hand, Kazakhstan 

and Kyrgyzstan began to retreat from the extreme 'shock' character of their 

policy, which can be noticed in a certain increase in the role of the state in their 

economy. Nevertheless, "convergence" o policy in both these groups of 

countries has not taken place and it is no where to be seen at present. 

Tl1e beginning or the economic reforms in the Central Asian republics 

can be dated back to the end of 1980s. These republics which were then still 

parts of the USSR began to carry out the first transfmmation, although at a 

moderate level. ·rhe chief new moment came with the introduction of a two

level banking system in I Sl88. 

The CARs of the former Soviet Union have become members of the 

lntemational and banking institution including the lMF and the World Bank. 

By virtue of this they are able to get assistance both in terms of technical 

guidance and advise as well as credits to enable them to achieve the objectives 

of econo1nic transition from a command economy to a market economy. For 

instance I fvl F has granted loans to Kazakhstan for the purpose of technical 

assistance in developing financial infrastructure, particularly banking and 

taxation, and also in the privatization programme in the country. Pakistan has 

gi vcn credit to Kazakhstan for purchasing medicines, consumer goods etc. 

Pakistan \viii also help Kazakhstan in the construction of cement plant. Thus, 

botl1 in tcmJs of trade and investments, Pakistan is bidding its entry into Central 

Asia. /\ .iuint Tadjik-Pakistan project is coming up under which a modern 

textile fir111 \Vilis be set up whose products will be exported abroad. 
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Similarly, Turkey is extending assistance to Kyrgyzstan, which is to be 

utilized for importing consumer goods as well as engineering products. There 

are expectations of the participation of Turkey in the economic development of 

Kazakhstan including certain hi tech area such as telecommunication etc. 

Uzbekistan has also not lacked behind in striking closer economic cooperative 

with Turkey. In fact, the president of Uzbekistan, Islam Karimov ahs called for 

an approach towards economic development of his country on the 'Turkish 

Model', '"ihich has adopted a lot of western market economy, westem 

democracy, and secularism. In the development of its extemal relations, some 

Central Asian Countries have given special importance to Russia also. 

In the economies of Central Asia dominated by natural resources, many 

reform initiated have been continually threatened by resistance from westem 

interests. However, Kazakhstan has made substantial progress in liberalizing 

prices and it maintains a relatively a liberal trade regimes: small scale 

privatizations is almost complete, and pans of the infrastructure has been 

pri vatizcd. After a11 impressi vc start by liberalization, the pace of systemic 

rdorms 111 Kyrgyzstan has slowed somewhat since 1997. On the other hand, 

progress has been very slow so far in Uzbekistan and, especially, in 

Turkmenistan, the authorities in both the countries still maintaining control of 

prices and centralized allocation of resources. Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan 

h<m:· madL' progress in liberalizing trade and foreign exchange with respect to 

trade wuh non- CIS countries. i\·lany CIS countries are still conducting their 
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trade exclusively on the basis of bilateral agreement and are not yet parties to 

multinational arrangements. 

The change in ownership has been slower in Central Asia. In Tajikistan, 

small scale privatization started at the end of early 1990s, but progress has been 

slow and got moderate momenwm only in 1996. Progress has also been 

moderate in Uzbekistan and also Turkrnenistan has so far made little progress. 

Values, not institutions, have played the determining role in the recent 

systemic transitions in Central Asian states of the post-communist world. In 

each of the five countries of Central Asia-Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan, political institutions of democratic govemment 

and market-oriented economies were adopted soon after these nations attained 

independence in 1991. As these countries began the first stages of transition, 

the leaclers of each of the Central Asian countries spoke out, at least on a 

rhetorical level, in favor of the establishment of democratic institutions and 

secular government. Following independence, each of them adopted a 

CC)[lstitutioltally limited, representative form of government with a separation of 

pmvers and a legal and regulatory framework in accordance with intemational 

standards. For a brief period during the first stages of national consolidation, 

there \·Vas a widespread assumption in these countries and in the outside world 

that if the right democratic instirutions could be transplanted to the fertile soils 

or post-communist reorganization. the processes of true democracy could be 

expected surely to follmv. 
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Aller the disintegration of the former Soviet Union the new countries 

cast off communism and they generally set out at least initially to implement 

economic and political reforms simultaneously. This stands in contrast with 

previous successful transitions in countries such as Chile, South Korea and 

Taiwan, \vhere political liberalizarion followed only after economic reforms 

were well under way, or the current transition in China, where economic 

liberalization unfolds with little simultaneous democratization. Almost all the 

countries didn't get enough and instant success in implanting impOitant 

elemems or democracy and the market economy with overwhelming state 

interference in the economy. The counrries in the region lived through 

economic collapses dwarfing the Great Depression, civil wars, surge of crime 

and violence. 

All the countries adopted constitutions in the early 90s, in which they 

declared llternsel ves as JeruocnHic and in \vhich they adopted many liberal 

democratic liberal principles. l'vlany of them made provisions for secularism 

though it was feared in the beginning because of their major Muslim 

populations and also the geographical proximity with the Islamic nations like 

Iran other Arab countries. The iniluence of the former Soviet secularism and 

non- interference with religion car1 be the cause of such decision. 

Tile structures of the governance in these countries are rn accordance 

witl1 that of the western democracies. All countries have adopted structures 

\Vhne tile presidcm is tile head of the nation, who, according to the 
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constitutions, should be elected by the people in regular elections. Sovereignty 

in a country lies with the people of the nation. The constitution is the supreme 

source of all the powers in a country. The constitutions also have the power to 

declare any law passed by the legislatures as illegal if they are against the 

procedures of the constitutions. Governmental pO\vers are based on the division 

into legislative, executive and judiciary powers as the constitutions in these 

countries. The constitutions also have provisions for regular elections for the 

posts of the executives and the legislatures. The parliaments in the countries are 

accorded highest status as the bodies of the representatives of the citizens. The 

parliaments are also given povver by the constitutions to bring legislations for 

economic social, political, judicial and constitutional aspects. So each of the 

CARs have adopted a democratic structure of constitutionally limited, 

representative form of governmellt with a separation of powers and a legal and 

regulatory rramework in accordance with international standards. 

In the countries of the post- Soviet Central Asia elections to the 

legislarures are held regularly. Presidential elections are also held. In 

Kazakhstan, In January 1999, Nazarbayev was re-elected president in a 

landslide victory and the parliamentary elections were held in November 1999. 

In Uzbd~istan Islam Karimov was republics-elected president in 2000. 

f\kayC\·'s posted vicwry during the course of the 2000 presidential elections 

conducted in October in Kyrgyzstan. Elections held in these countries have 

willlesscd increased participation of people. 
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Although the countries of the post -Soviet Central Asia have adopted 

structures of democratic governance with written constitutions, separation of 

powers, universal adult suffrage, periodical elections to the parliaments and the 

cxeculives; the practice of a true democracy is not there. The presidents of 

these countries have made themselves all powerful by changing the provisions 

of the constitutions or violaling them. The role of the opposition, which is one 

of the important characteristics of a democracy, is neglected. The elections are 

witnessed with all types of hara-kiri and riggings etc. The practice of removing 

the potential candidates from the elections is rampant in these countries. 

The presidents in all of the Jive countries have accumulated vast powers 

Ill their hands and they are ruling arbitrarily. They don't have any 

accountability to anybody. The role of the judiciary has been very poor in 

preserving the constitutions as they don't posses much power in the matter of 

the govemance. The governments there have also restricted the independence 

of the media -print or eleClronic. Foreign or private investments in this sector 

are not permitted. So the censor on the media has obstructed the right and 

freedom of expression. So the people don't get enough chance of awareness. 

Right to oppose the government policies is not enjoyed by the people. 

So. the overall perlonnance of tile democratic set up of governance 111 

the Central Asian countries is not good. The slow process of the 

denJOcratization in these countries may be clue to inexperience of democracy. 

TilL' sl!<tduw or their CUilllllUlliSL pelS( is still haunting them. The political leaders 

in these cuutJtries arc tilL' prudul"l or tile long communist and authoritarian 
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regime that is not in the habit of sharing power. The people of the countries are 

also not that aware of their rights as a democratic citizen. The heterogeneous 

society with ethnic clashes and civil wars is also one of the reasons of the slow 

progress or democratization. 

A major concern of U.S. policy in Central Asia has been to foster the 

long-term development of democratic institutions and policies. Technical 

assistance and training programs supporting democratization in Central Asia 

include those dealing with the division and balance of governmental powers, 

political parties, voter education and electoral laws, election administration, 

civic education, legal and constitutional reform, respect for human rights, 

independent media, diplomacy, university administration, and parliamentary 

and educational exchanges. 

'\' et, despite these international perceptions, there is growmg concem 

from within the region that the republics are following the wrong path of 

development. Furthermore, much of the Central Asian leadership believes that 

double standards are being set \Vith respect to how each individual state is 

being clealt with by the international community. 

On the one hand, states like Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan, with an 

abundance of natural resources in the Caspian Basin, have attracted the 

business interest of the US and other western states, which have shown 

eagerness to ensure that democratisation and modernization of the political and 

economic climate occurs. On the other hand, because they have little to offer in 

retum. states like Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are battling to attract much-needed 
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foreign in vestment. Based on this division, it can be argued that the west is 

ready to turn a blind eye to many of the undemocratic tendencies expressed by 

Kazakh President Nazarbayev, while Kyrgyz President Akayev's re-election 

faced a disproportionate amount of criticism fl·om the international community. 

The coup to oust the Kyrgyz president later this year is an incident which needs 

further attention. It may be said that the people of that country have become 

aware of their rights and the authoritarian regime of Akayev has come to end at 

lasl. 

In Uzbekistan Karimov prioritized areas such as the achievement of a 

multiparty climate, battling of corruption in public life, the freedom of the 

media, the h1cilitation of NGO operations, and the continued integration of 

Uzbekistan into the international community. Meanwhile, in an effort to ensure 

the democratic nature of his government, Karimov signed a decree on legal 

relcmn aimed at enshrining individual, social, political, and economic rights. 

However, reform will be gradual without radical, immediate change. 

The complexities of promoting democracy in cultures so dramatically 

different from the European liberal traditions have convinced some people that 

democracy is not appropriate for Central Asia. Some have observed that 

C:elltral !\sia is "not yet ready" for democracy, that Central Asia "will not see 

democracy in our lifetime." Others have fallen back on more traditional 

arguments, maintaining that American assistance in the end should be related to 

A1ncrican interests America should help people help themselves, they say, but 

it should do so 'vVhen that also means helping America. 
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These arguments overlook a basic reality of the modem world. 

Investment in democracy is not an investment in a form of government at all. It 

is an investment in good governance. Without good government, no form of 

foreign assistance is likely to prove beneficial in the long run. The rationale for 

promoting democracy is neither self-interest nor altruism. Malign dictators can 

just as easily appropriate for their own purposes the fruits of self-interested 

help as they can the fruits of genuine altruism. Good govemance is good 

investment. 

Saturated by deficiencies m education, technical implementation and 

policy structure and inefficiencies concernmg economic resources, 

demoralisation process ts still an idea presented on paper that will slowly 

evolve into action. 

The liberalization and globalization process in the countries have not so 

f~u· been that effective. But the role of globalization in the economic 

development in these countries cannot be ruled out altogether. The global 

forces arc surely going to help in the democratization process in these 

countries Criticism from the west with the US at the forefront, has intensified 

during tile recent regional parliamentary and presidential elections. The dream 

pursued by the US and large imernational organizations, such as the OSCE, 

envisaged a Central Asia with a thriving free market economy, a strong civil 

soctely, ~llld an cxtensi ve democratic regime. Many perceive that this vision 

can be :c~dized with the assistance of foreign aid and the inclusion of 
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international donor agencies in the national and regional strategy of the Central 

Asian slates. 
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